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ABSTRACT

The effects of traps due to eíther chemical impuriÈies or

lattice imperfections on the steady sÈaÈe current-voltage character-

Ístlcs of a so1Íd crystal have been theoretically Ínvestigated in a

unifíed manner for Èhe single injection of charge carriers of one

type (ho1-es), and for Èhe double Í-njectÍon of charge carriers of Ër¿o

types (eLectrons and hoJ-es) ínto the crystal from metallic contacËs.

Various forms of trap distributions Ín energy and i-n space have been

considered. The computed results based on the theoretical expressÍons

for both single ÍnjectÍon and double injection cases under various

condiËions are Ín good agreement with presently available experimental

results in anthracene corresponding to the same conditÍons.

In anthracene slices cLeaved along the a-b plane wiËh vacuum-

deposited-Ag electrodes, el-ectrol-uminescence appears first at the

eLectrode edges. The threshol-d vo1-tage for the onset of elect,ro-

luminescence is strongly dependenË on temperature. Generally, the

voltage for self-sustaíning eLectroluminescence is smaller than the

threshold voltage. It is proposed that the minority carriers (electrons)

requíred for the formation of singlet excit.on following elecËron-hole re-

conbination are emitted froru the cathode by tunnel-ing.

For el-ectrolu¡inescence in the specimen with doubl-e injection,

a theoretícal nodel- for the formation of fllamenËary currenËs is pre-

sented. The exp.ressions for the inÈensity of electroluminescence as

a function of applíed average electric fleld, current densÍty and tem-

perature have been derlved on the basLs of this model" The computed
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result.s are in good agreement with presently avallable experimental

results for undoped anthracene and anthracene doped wíth t,etracene.

A general formulation is also presented for the photovoltaic

effect in a solid with traps. Analytical expressions for the photo-

voltage for trn¡o cases, (1) loca1 charge neutral-ity with traps and

(2) 1ocal charge non-neutrality wíthout Ëraps, have been derived, and

the compuËed resul-ts for trÀro extreme condíÈions (i) stTong absorption

and (ií) weak absorption are in good agreement with the experimental

results for naphthal-ene, anthracene and tetracene crystals. These

expressions can be used not only for the deÈermination of the photo-

voLtage under various conditions, buË can also be used as a tool to

determine the absorption coefficient, carrÍer diffusion length, surface

recombinatÍon vel-ocity and other bulk propertíes by measuring the photo-

voltage as a funcËion of wavelength of the illuminated light, temper-

ature and the thíckness of the crystal- specimen.
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TION

In the Past ten years organic semiconductors have been extensivel-y

studied, boLh experimentally and theoretically, by many investigaËors

[8,55,71r80]. Research in this field is rapidly growrng, partly because

of their potentialities for electronic devices, and partly because of

their organic strucÈures, and the study of these materials may throw

sorne light on the understanding of the behaviour of biological sysËems.

Among the knovm organíc semiconducLors, anthracene possesses a

relatively simple crystal structure and a reasonable carrfer urobility
',

(n, 1 cn'/v-sec) and is relatively easy to purify and to gro$/. This Ís

one of the reasons that it has been used as Ëhe model material by the

najority of the ÍnvesÈigators in theír studies of organic semÍconductors.

Since approximations have to be made Ín developÍng theoretical

models, discrepancies occur between theoretical and experimental results

reported by dffferent investigaËors. The present state of arÈ Índicates

that not only the theoretical nodels have to be improved, but also the

sÍgniflcance of some physical factors whÍch have been ignored must, be

re-examined. The maín purpose of the Ínvest,igation being reported in

this thesÍs Ís to study all possible factors that may control injection,

electroluminescence and photovoltaÍ.c phenomena and to determine the

conditions for Èheir occurrence and subsequent effects.

current injectlon in a solÍd can be classified into (l) single

CTTAPTER
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lnjection and (íi) , double inj ectíon. In the case of sfngle inj ectíon

of one type of charge carríers (electrons or holes) from an ohmic con-

tacË elecËrode, the injected carrier rvill interact with the traps present

ln the solid, thus controlling the carrier flow and deterrnining the

current-voltage (J-V) characterístícs, many investígators [72] t¡ave

used the J-V characterÍstics to determine the possible disËributÍon of

Ëraps in energy within the forbidden gap by comparing their experimental

results with the theoretical expressions available for different forms

of trap distribution. Muller [98] has reported a unified approach for

obtaining the J-V characteristics in a solid having traps dístribuËed

non-uniforrnly ín energy buË hornogeneously in space. However, it can be

i-nagíned thaÈ the spaËial distributíon of traps can never be homogeneous

because there always exist discontinuities between the material and

electrodes [103 rL46]. The thinner the material specimen used for exper-

imental sËudies, the more ís the ínfluence of the form of spatial dís-

tribution of Ëraps on Ëhe J-V characterist,ics. In the case of double

injection, charge carríers of both types (electrons and holes) are

present and Ehe problem becomes much more complícated because in thís

case the recombínation which cont.rols the J-V characterístics may either

be birnolecular - direct band to band recombination, or occur Ehrough

one or more sets of localized traps - índirect recombination. rn

deriving the J-v characteristics many investigators 1L0,77 ] eÍther

neglected the effect of trapping centers or assumed that the quasineu-

trality approximation could be made. For partially or cornpletely fillect

deep traps Lampert and Schilling [76] have derived the J-V character-

lstics using the regional approximation method Èhat the specimen is
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divided into regions which either satlsfy the quasineutrallty approxi-

matÍon or are dorninated by trapped or free space charge. In Chapter III

of this thesis r're shall present our ne\¡/ approaches to the theory of

currenË injection in solid for the cases of single ÍnjecËion and double

injection, taking into account the effects of traps of different types

of distribution in space and in energy, and some computed results to

compare wiËh experimental results.

ElecÈroluminescence in undoped and doped anthracene crystals with

a pair of double-injection electrodes has been observed by many ínvesti-

gators [51,54,124,I25,167,168,170]. Earlier than this, pope er al

[109,119] have reported their observaËion of elecËroluminescence in

undoped anËhracene crystals and anthracene crystals doped wíËh 0.1 mole %

of tetracene using silver pasÈe for electrodes, which has been known

[12'61] to provide a contact which weakly injects holes and blocks elec-

tron inject.ion at 1ow fields. Recently, a similar electrolumÍnescent

phenomenon usíng silver single injection electrodes has also been reporËed

by l^lilliams et al [168], and some Russian invesrigators [L7,L76] Ln

anthracene; and by Lohmann et al tB3] ín naphthalene.

For double injection the recombination of the injected holes with

the injected electrons wílI yíe1d singlet and triplet excitons and ít

is Èhese singlet excitons Èhat radiatívely decay producing electrolumi-

nescence. For single ínjection (say, hole injection) the other type of

cÌrarge carriers (say, electrons) is also supplied from the counter elec-

trode (say, electrons from Lhe cathode) but in this case the supply of

minority carriers occurs only at relatively higli fields. Thus, the so

called slngle lnjectlon would become double injectlon at the threshold
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voltage for the onset of el-ectrol-umLnescence. In fact, many materials

have been used as electrodes [5]-r92,L67,1-70,175] to produce electrolumi-

nescence ln anthracene. The fact that different materials used for electrodes

result in different values of threshold voltages indicates that Ëhere

are hoperfect ohmic contacts, and that different electrode materials in

contacË with a crysËal surface wil-l form different potentÍal barriers for

carrier ínjection.

It can also be irnagined that the ínterface between an el-ectrode

and a crystal surface whlch Ís not, microscopÍcally identical from domain

to dom¡Ín is never hornogeneous and uníform. Thus, there must be one or

more nicroregions at r¡hich Èhe poËentiaL barrier has a profiLe more

favourable to carrier injection than at other regions of the interface.

Furthermore, the crystal itself ís never mícroscopical-ly homogeneous and

uniform. For all these unavoidable ímperfections, Ëhe current passing

through a crystal specímen is fil-a¡nentaryrat least from a mícroscopic

point of view. For an electrÍcal- fiel-d applied Ëo the specímen Longi-

tudinal-ly, the field will not be uníforn longÍtudínal1-y due to the effect

of space charge and the current density wíl-l- not be uniform radially due

to the formation of filanentary paths. The current filauents formed in

Sl, GaAs, ZnTe, Gd"*P1_* and po1-ycrystal-1-ine Si have been observed by

BarneËt et aI [8r9]. Therefore, in Chapter rV of this thesis we shaLL

present our ner{ approach to the double lnJection filamentary theory and

discuss some el-ectrol-umlnescent phenomena based on this filamentary theory"

The photovoltaic effect can be consldered to be the inverse pro-

cess of electroluminescence. In organfc crystals, Kal-lmann and Pope t63]

were Ëhe first Ëo report, that when an anthracene lras Lllunlnated with
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a strong light of the fundamental absorption region of anthracene

(À = 3650 Ao), a photovoltage of magnitude up to 0.2V v¡as produced ruith

negative polaríty on the íl1umínated surface. This phenomena was attri-

buted to the diffusion of more photo-generated holes from the illuminated

to the non-illumÍnated surfaces since the hole mobility ís larger than

Ëhe electron mobility in anthracene crystals [69,80,100]. Since then,

many investigators [44r48r87,702,L49,L57,L59] have reported their observ-

ation of the photo-,loltaic effect in organic crystals. Píryatinskii et al

1i-57 1159] have reported that íf the anthracene was ílluminated with the

light of the wavelengths unimportant Ëo absorption (e.g. À > 4000 Ao)

the polarity of the photovoltage produced was reversed to that obser,¡ed

by Kalhnann et al. They have atËríbuted this phenomenon to Ëhe photo-

release of the electrons from the Ëraps inside the crystal and to the

formaËíon of antí-barrier bending of the bands at the illurninated surface.

It has alsc¡ been reported [L02,I57,L59 ] that the spectral disÈribution

of the photovoltage amplítude correlaËes closely Ëo the absorption spec-

trum, and the change of lighË intensity changes only the phoËovoltage

amplitude but does not affect this correlaËion, and thaÈ the photovoltage

is sensítive to the surface condition. Adsorption of oxygen atoms on

the crystal surfaces reduces the amplitude of the photovoltage. Ilowever,

this imporËant phenomenon neither has been systematically studied exper-

imentally nor has it been rigorously analyzed theoretícally for organic

crystals. Therefore, in ChapËer V of this thesis, we shal1 present our

theoretical analysis of this photovoltaic phenomenon taking into account.

the effects of traps.

As a greaE deal of worlt i.n this fielcl has been available in the
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literature, a brlef review of available knowledge about current injectíon,

electrolumínescence and photovoltaíc phenomena, partícularly Ín anthra-

cene crystals, r'rou1d give a general outlook about the progress of this

field. Such a brief review is therefore given ín Chapter II. Conclu-

sions arising from the present investigat.ion are given in Chapter VI.
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In the past few years several extensive review articles in the

f ield of organic semíconductors have been published 15,2L,48,5517I,17,

108,115 11731. In this Chapter, only a brief review on the rvork rele-

vant to the present investígation is gÍven, wíth partícular emphasis

on the work which has not been included in the aforementioned review

articles.

In general, molecular crystals of simple organic structures have

the characterístícs of wide energy gap, hígh resistivity, 1ow carrier

urobility and low melting point; for example, anthracene crystal has

an energy band gap of about 4 eV, re.sistivity of about tO16 to t020

ohm-cm and mobility of about 1 "*2/'rr-"ec at zOoC, and melting point of

276'C (see Table 2.L) " Therefore, ít is almost impossible to geneïate

a great number of carríers by the thermal excitation process because

of its large energy band gap. Generally, the generation of carriers in

such matería1s, requires external sources" There are three ímportant

sources for carrier generation, and they are (i) carrier injection

from chemically active ohmic contacts, (ii) carrier generation in the

bulk by the photo-excitation and (iii) carrier emissíon from electrodes

through photoemission process. trIe shal1 discuss the source (i) in

Section 2.1 and source (ii) and source (iíf) in Section 2,3. Source

(í) provides the aclvantage that holes and electrons can be injected sep-

arat.ely. The radiative reconrbinatlon of electrons and holes injected

CHAPTER II

]EW OF PREVIOUS WORK

ORGAN I C SE¡,lICONDUCTO
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from opposlte contacts produces el-ectroluml-nescence and thls v¡111 be

dlscussed in sectfon 2,2. Final-ly, the photovoltalc effect is dls-

cussed in Sectlon 2.3.

2.L CARRIER INJECTION FROI'Í CONTACTS

The book of Lampert and Mark 1,771, has given quite a comprehensive

revier,r on the current injection from conËacting electrodes to inorganic

crystals. rn Èhis sectiorS we shall review rnainly the work in this

field for organÍc crysËals. Current injection ínto a solid is generally

classified into (a) síng1e injection and (b) double injecrion. single

injection means thaË the current flow is mainly due to one type of car-

riers (eleetrons or holes) injected from a conÈacting electrode into the

solid. These Ínjected carriers r¿ould gradually establish a space-charge

leadÍng to the well known singl-e-carrier space-charge-lirnited current.

Double Ínjection means that the current flow Ínvolves two Ëypes of car-

ríers, el-ectrons injected from the cathode and holes from the anode.

In double injectionrreeombination kinetics cont,rol all the electrícal

propertÍes. The recombination process nay either be bimol-ecular (1.e.,

band-to-band electron-hole recombínaËion) or may occur through one or

more seËs of localized recombínation cent.ers. In the fol-lowingrr¿e shal-l

linlt ourselves to Ëhe st,eady state electrical properties. The general

expresslons for the current-voltage (J-V) characteristics for the most

lmportant cases are suûmarÍzed in Table 2.2. The J-V characteristlcs are

strongly dependent on the concentratlon and the dlstributfon functLon of

traps lnside the specimen.

The diffuslon Èerm can be consldered to be much smal-ler than the



TA¡LE 2.2

THE EKPRESSIONS FOR THE CURRENT-VOLTÂGE CHARACTERISTTCS FOR SINGI,E AND DOUBI,E IIiJIìCTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT TRAPS
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drtft term if the applled field l-s large as to make the drift term predom-

inant. In general, for the applied voltage larger than several lcT/q [55,82]

the diffusion ternì may be neglected wíthout causing a serious error.

As there is no perfect crystals, there are always traps present

in the crystals. In organic semiconductors t\,/o types of carrier trap

dístríbutions have been reported [48,55], and Èhey are (i) the traps

confined in discrete energy levels in the forbidden energy gap and (if)

the traps with a quasi-continuous distribution of energy leve1 (normally

following an exponential form), having a maximum trap density near the

band edges [55,89]. tsoth types of traps have been extensively investi-

gated ín anthracene crystals [ 13 , 55 , 89 , 113 ,IL4 ,I20 ,IzL rI25 ,I42 ,745 ,I52 ,

108]. Simult.aneous presence of both types of carrier trap distributions

have also been observed ÍL20,752J. The energy levels and the distributÍon

of carríer traps can be experimentally determíned either by the space-

charge-limited current (SCLC) method [55], by the thermo-stímulated

current (TSC) method [f51] , or by the photoemission method lzLl,

AlËhough these methods may provide some information about the energetic

and kinetic parameters of traps, they do not give any hint as to Ëhe

possible physical nature of traps. Some general considerations have been

suggested to relate the discrete traps with chemical impurities intro-

duced into the lattíce (chemical traps) and to relate Ëhe quasÍ--continuous

trap distribution with the imperfection of the crystal structure (struc-

tural trap) "

I^Ie shall discuss the case of discrete traps. Hoesterey and Letson

[57] have shov¡n that Letracene rnolecules cloped into an anthracene crystals

form shallow discrete traps botl'r for electrons an<l for: holes. Ilowever:,
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anthraquinone molecules in anthracene do not form effective discrete traps

for electrons. Several lnvestlgators [55,120] have derived the expressÍon

for the J-V characteristics for Ëhís case with traps confined in a slngle

discrete energy level. This expression is glven in Table 2.2. The

only difference between this case and the case without Èraps is a multi-

plication factor 0, which is defíned as Èhe ratio of free carrier density

to the total carrier density and its value is usually much smaller than

unity. ilhen the applied voltage increases or the ínjecËion level becomes

so high that the traps are gradually filled up, Ëhen the expressíon of

current-volÈages with discrete t,raps wilL be superseded by the expression

for Ëhe case r¿ithout traps (see Table 2.2). The current for both cases

is proportÍonal to the square of the appJ-ied voltage. The transÍtion

from a sma1l current (trap-controlled) to a higher current (trap free--

after all traps are filled) occurs very sharply at a critical voltage

VTFL, where TFL stands for the Ërap-filled-lÍmited region. By measuring

the value of VTFL, r,re can determine Ëhe t,rap density based.on the rel-a-

tion l77,IL7l

,2c

a¡
n:l-9
-2q

vtrl
Nt (2.1)

Now we shall discuss the case with traps distributed exponen-

tiaL1y wfthin the forbidden energy gap" Measurements of the steady-

state space-charge-limited current 1n singl-e crystals and polycrystal-line

specimens of naphthal-ene [83], anthracene [89,113,Li.4,LzO,L45,L52),

Èetracene [7], peryl-ene [93], p-terphenyl [148], p-quarterphenyi-e []-4Bl

and phthalocyanines [49r143] as well as 1n inorganic semlconductors

t1171 have shown that the currents are controlled by the traps dlstributed



in the forbidden energy gap followíng the relation

h(E) = þ.*o c- #l

13.

(2.2)

where [L is the total trap density and kT^ is the characteristic energyb'-c
dístributíon. Thís Índicates that the traps in those specimens may be

due to the structural defects. On the assumptions that the diffusion

term is neglected and T" > T, the expression for the J-V characteristics

has been derived by many ínvestigators [7,83,89] and it is given in

Tabre 2.2" since 9" > L, the dependence of J on V fo11o\,rs a power-law,

and is stronger than thaÈ for the case wiÈhout traps and for the case

with discrete traps, in both of which.i cl v2. on the basis of the exper-

irnental resulËs for anthracene the total overall hole trap densities

have been calculated to be of the order of 1014 - to19 cm-3 r¿ith the

characËerístic energies distributed between 0.035and 0.25 eY (see Table

2.3) above the valence band edge [1f4l.

The space-charge-limited current-voltage characteristics for the

case with uniform continuous trap densíties were first ínvestigated by

Rose [117]. The J-v characteristics depend on the bandwidth of the

distribution, its position Ín the forbidden band gap. The trap distri-

bution can be written as

h(E) = *./(u.,, - E.n) = H" (2.3)

is thet
and lower

E^=0and
tx,

in Table 2.

where H is the density of trapsc

total trap density, Et., ord Etg

energy limits of the trap energy

[ = Iì the exDression for thetug

per unit energy interval, N

are, respectively, the upper

dÍstribution. By assuming

J-V characteristics 1s given )
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TABLE 2.3

SUI.O{ARY OF PREVIOUS EXPERII.ÍENTAL RESIITTS OF CARRIER TRAPS IN ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS
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Based on the analysls of experimental results, such unlform trap

dfstributÍon has so far not been fdentlfled to exist fn organlc semi-

conductors. Ho¡¿ever, the experimental resul-ts on armorphous Se filrns

I153] show that a uniform trap distrfbution in rhe forbidden energy gap

does exist, and the dark cond,uction aÈ high fields depends on thÍs form of
trap distribution. Touranlne et al I153] have reported that for armorphous

Se the band widrh of the distribution is 0.25 ev and Eau lies 0.74 ey

above the valence band edge, that the trap density per unit energy is
5 x to14 

"t-3 .v-1; and that these values are not affected by the change of
temperaÈure in the range fron 233oK to 293oK.

In the above discussionr r¡re have assumed that the diffusion term

Ís neglected. rf the'diffusion term is taken into account, Ëhe mathem-

atical treatmenÈ is very complicated even for the case r¿ithout traps.
However' Íf the crystal is very thín, then diffusion current may become

large enough to produce various effects even at voltages greater than

that usually used, because the rrvírtual cathoder' (for electron injectíon)
or I'vÍrtual anodett (for hole injection) is moving away from the geomeËric

cathode or anode into the crysËal, creating a maxímum field in the

regÍon in çrhich the concentratÍon of free carriers Ís hÍgher than that
in the rest of the crystal. ThÍs is equivalent to sayíng that the effec-
tive thickness of the specÍmen Ís reduced, and, thus the current flow l-s

hlgher than the flow that would be expected when based on actual specimen

thickness' From the current flow equation and the poisson equation, we obtain

(2,4)

attempted to solve equatfon C2.4).

#.,*,#. qJ
eu kT'p

=Q

Several f.nvesrlgarors [B2rl35rl74] have
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l,lright lL74l was the f irst to obtain a generaL solutlon ln terms of

Bessel functfons, and later Lindmayer et aL [82] obtained one 1n terms

of difference equations. sinharay et al t135] has solved equation (2.4)

in terms of Airy functions, and they give explfcitly the position of

the maxfmum fiel-d inside the crystal as a function of current density.

The number of different possible conditions for double injection

to occur is certainl-y larger than Ëhat for one-carrier single injecËion,

because a large number of independent, physical processes may come into

play for double injectíon. For Èhis reason, the analytical difficulties

are much greater for this case than for Èhe case of single injection.

Even i-f the diffusion currenÈs are neglected, the combinaËíon of space-

charge and reeombination effects m¡kes it difficult to anaLyze thís case

analyticall-y. So far only the case 1n which Ëhe díffusÍon term and the

effect of Ëraps are negl-ected has been sol-ved j-n analytíc form by

Parmenter and Ruppel [106], and thÍs 1s gíven ínTabLe 2.2. Since the

cases taking into account the effect of arhitrary trap dísLribution

have not yet been solved in analytic forms, part of our aim ís there-'

fore to present our unified approaches to this problem, This shall be

discussed iri more de¡ai1 in Chapter III.

Lampert et al Í761771 have used the so call-ed "the regional approx-

lmation method'f to analyze the case for the traps confíned 1n a single

discrete energy level- either ful1-y occupíed or partially occupíed. Based

on their analysÍs, there 1s. a eurrent-controlled negative dífferential

resLstance region caused by double lnJectlon. Using thls reglonal approx-

imatlon nethod, they have deal-t with some speclal cases which we shall-

not dfscuss here. However, Ëhe detalls can be found 1n the llterature
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176'771. It should be noted that Lampertts model has beerr used to explain

the experimental resulËs of the negative dífferential resistance observed

in antlrracene crystals lI2I,I22l witln double injection.

By considering the double injection current to be filamentary rather

than uniformly distríbuted, Barnett et al [8,9] have derived an expres-

síon for the J-V characteristics for the case wj-Ëhout Lraps whÍch is

r = (+) [B q e unuo (u,r+uo)/<voR>0]4 (v2/a3)

x [.Q,n (l+ar.) a 1/(1+ar.) - 1] (2.s)

where rU is the devices radius, or íts equivalenË radíus, if the device

is not circular in cross-sectj-onal area; and

a = [2 e unun <vo*>o/e(urr+un) ]\ lv/sn^)'4 e/a) (2.6)

Their model can explain well the experímental resulrs for si tB] and

GaAs t9l.

As the ef f ect of the Ëraps ís very important. We devise a ne\,r

unífied approach to extend their rvork to the cases r.rith traps.

The details I'rÍ11 be given in Chapter IV. It will be shor¿n Lhat our uni-

fied approach can explai-n quantitatively many electroluminescent phen-

omena in organic semiconductors.

2,2 ELECTROLUMINESCENCE IN ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS

Electro1uminescencehasbeerr.observedinundoped-anthracenecrysta1s

[51,54,167,168,170], tetracene-doped anrhracene crysrals [33,66r109,

L24,L25,r751 and naphrhalene crystals [83], elther with double injection

or with single injection electrodes. lt is well understood that the
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electrolumfnescence ls produced in the bulk of the crystal- by direct

recomblnatlon of electrons and holes sfmultaneously inJected into the

crystal from injecting electrodes. Electron-hole recombinatl-on may

lead to both radÍative and non-radiatlve transftions, and it is the rad-

iatlve transition v¡hich produces electroluminescence. In general, there

are five different processes l4l1 for radíative transiÈfons in solids
and they are: (i) band-to-band recombination, (ii) recombination vi_a

shallow donor or accePtance levels, (Íii) donor-acceptor recombination,

(iv) recombination via deep energy levels and (v) exciton transitÍons.
rn inorganic semiconductors, processes (i) - (iv) may be domínant,.

However, in organic semi.conductors the last process (v) is the most impor-

tant Process" It is generally accepted t54] that the recombination of
Ínjected holes \,¡ith injected electrons in organic semÍconductors r,¡i1l

yield singlet and triplet excitons and it Ís these singlet excitrons that
radiatively decay, producing electroluminescence. The quantum yield of
electroluminescence depends on the probabilities of radiative and. non-.

radiative Ëransitions and on the relative efficiency of producing the

radíative exciton. There are many possible processes for non-radia-

tÍve transitÍons I78]. rn inorganÍc semiconductors two possible pro-

cesses' (i) multiphonon transition and (ií) Auger recombination, are doni-
nant" However, in organic semiconductorsn again the process of exciton

transitions leading to non-radiative transitions of the excíton is the most

fnportanÈ processes. The exciton transitlons can be classified into
(f) ttre non-radÍative, such as rntersystem crosslng and internal-
converslon and slmple momomolecul-ar decay; (11) exclton-exciton inter-
actlons, (1it) excfton-carrler lnteractLons; and (iv) exclton-

surface fnteractlons. rn the followlng, kre shall brfefly
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discuss the mechanl-sms responsible for electrol-uminescence and ¡he effects

on Lts intensity

2.2.L The recombínation mechanísms

In general, most inorganic semiconductors have a large mobility

and a srnall recombination rate constant, but most organic semiconductors

have a much smaller mobility and a much larger recombination rate con-

stant. In thís subsection, we shaLl review briefly the carrier and exciÈon

recombination mechanisms and thei.r re1at,íon t,o Èhe electroluminescence

ín organic semiconductors.

(i) Carrier recombination

General-ly, carríer recombination involves two steps: (a) the

electron and the hole have to get close enough to one another so that

they can beeome trapped in each otherfs coulomb field, and (b) they

have to lose sufficient energy to become trapped. classicallyran el-ec-

tron becomes trapped in a coulomb field if its kinet,ic energy is less

than iüs potential energy in the fieLd. Therefore, if an electron gets

cl-ose to a hole with a distance less than a crítical radius r" defined

by

åo'
2

-l_er
e

(2 "7)

the probabllity for this electron to be trapped and eventual-ly to recom-

bine with the hole fncreases narkedly. For anthracene crystals,

e = 3.14 eo L541, which eo ls the permitttvity of free space, and hence

r^ = l-20 Å, at roor temperature.c
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The recombinatíon rate constant for anthracene has been calculatcd

Í54,94,138] on the basís of the Langevln recombinatíon model t94].

In LangevÍn's theory tSa¡ the carrÍer recombination probabilíty in gases

ís appropríate if Ào<<rc, where Ào is the mean free path of carriers.

For anthracene À^ = 7 - 10 Å this condition can be fulfilled. The rela-o

tive drift velocity uo of a positi-ve or a negative ion when they are at

a distance r apart is 1,941

vd = (u+ + u-) (t/eor2¡ (2.8)

where U* and U_ are the dríft mobilities of t.he positive and negative

íons, respectively. The raËe of ínflux of positive ions ínto a sphere

of arbitrary radius r drar,¡n around a negative ion, or the recombínation

rate constant is

4rt2eou.=4ng(u*+p_¡ (2.g)

This theory for gases can be applied to electrons and holes in solids

if the effect of dielectric constant is íncluded. Tn anthracene the

mean free path for carriers Ào ís less than rc so that it ís 1íkely that

the Langevin theory might apply. If we take U+ * U_ = 2 " 
2 .r-1"""-1

and e = 3.I4 e, the recombination rate constant accordíng to Langevinrso'

theory should be 1.2 x L0-6 
"*3 """-1 [94,138]. This value ís in fact

in very good agreement with that deËermined experimentally t54]. The

recombination rate- constant is large but finite and Ehr.rs a certain charge

overlap occurs. The width of recombination zone is given by [54,55]

W = 4q lrrru' d/<voRt . (Ur, + UO) (2.10)
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It should be noted that t16B] Lhat if the Ìrole and the electron mobil,-

ities differ considerably, e.9., ,OttUrr; then the recombin¡¡tíon zone is

confined in some particular portion of the crystal. This effect may be-

come more apparent at lower temperatures owing to either the different

temperature dependence of mobility or to the differenË trapping effects

for the different types of carrÍers.

(íi) Exciton recombínation:

Following the electron-hole recombination, the excited states

finally formed may have either singlet or triplet character. Taking into

account the different multiplicítíes of these states, and the formation

of excited sínglets índirecË1y from the Ëriplet-Ëriplet exciton recomb-

ination in pairs, then under steady state conditíons the kinetic equa-

tion for electron-hole recombinat.ion may be formulated on the basis of

the following assumptions: (a) the rates of productíon of singlet t5]

and triplet [7] excitons by carrier recombination are proportional to

Ëhe multiplicities of the respectíve states, this means Ëhat three times

more triplets than singlets ¡¿ould be generated. (b) Two triplet excítons

of lowest energy and with total spín of 1 (atomic units) can recombine

to give one electronically or víbronically ex.ítud tríplet exciton IT]*,

and (c) in the process [T] + [T] * [S] the two triplet excitons have

total spin of 0. Thís means that three times more pairs of triplets

with total spin 1 than with total spin 0 can be formed and that the

triplet-triplet recombination also produces three times more triplets

than singlets. Thus we may wriLe

4(e+h)*t[t]¿r.+3[T]

4(trl + [r]) * tIs]rr,¿ + 3[r]*

(2.11)

(2.r2)
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As monomolecular trlplet decay ls neglected, equatlon (2.10) is appli-

cable only to the case with hígh triplet concentratlon. In general, the

excfted tríp1et excitons would decay lnto the lowest triplet state l-n

a Èime much shorter than the lifetíme of the latter. By adding the gen-

erated triplet excitons to triplet concentration, equation (2.L2) may be

rewrÍtten as

5[r] + l[r]ur.

and by combining equations (2.9) and (2.11), we obtain

20(el-h) -) 5[S]dr, * 15[T]

(2.L3)

(2.14)+ 5[S]dir * 3[S]ir,¿

where e and h represent, respectivel-y, the electron and hoLe, It]ur.
and [SJrrrU are, respectively, the singl_et excitons produced by the

direct and indirect processes. It is Ëhe population of [SìUr, and

IS]irr¿ in the crystal, which governs the electroh:minescent intensity"

Since there is a great difference in lifetime beËween the singlet and

trlplet excítons (for example, they are lo-8 sec and 10-2 sec, respec-

tively, in anthracene, see TabLe 2.4), the total electroluminescence

consísts of prompt electroluminescence due to ItJ¿r, and delayed electro-

lumÍnescence due to [s]io¿ (see Fig; 2.L) and exhibits time eonstants

corresponding to both of these decays. In Ëhe steady state, the

electroluminescence intensity is the corrbination of both pronpt and

delayed componenÈs.



TABLE 2.4

SU¡,ùÍARY OF PREVIOUS.EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR SINGLET AND TRIPLET EXCITONS IN ANTî{RACENE CRYSTALS

Energy Level

Lif etl-me

Dif fusion Coeff icients

Diffuslon Length

Singlet Exciton

Mono-molecular decay
rate constant

3;14 eV

Bi-molecular decay
rate constant

L0 -8

-3?-L2xl0-cm-sec

sec

Excíton-carríer Lnter-
ation constant

. _ê.
4.6 x 10'cm

Reference

' ', 
-15x10'sec'

[48, ]_r.s l

-o3-1(4+2) x 10 " cm sec

[48,1].5l

Trlpl-et ExciÈon

. .^-5 3 -1)xIU cm sec

[48,115 ]

1.8 eV

2.2 x 10-2 sec

[10s]

2 x 10-6 "*' """-1-qt-11.6 x 10 - cm' sec
(in c I axis)

[16,48 ]

Reference

(211) x 10-3 cm

[5,48,
r34 l

[16,48]

-140 sec *

[5,49,
r.34l

[]_60l

2 x l,o-11 
"or3 "u"-1

[5,48,
L64l

6 x l-o-10 
"rn3 "u"-1(for electrons)

-o?-1l.L x 10 ' cm" sec t
(for holes)

[164]

[5 ,48,
134 l

[5 ,48 ,
r34 l

[ 161]

t\)
(¡)
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2.2.2 The efflciency of electroluminescence

In thÍs section we shal1 confíne ourselves to the work relaËed

Ëo the efficiency of quantum y1eld of electroluminescence. Flrst of all,

we shall review the general tl-ieory of radiative and non-radiative trans-

itíon processes, and then the efficiency of radiative transition.

(í) The theorv of radiative and non-radíative transitíon pro-
CESSES:

There are several ímportant approximations or rules to form the

basis for the quantum-mechanical theory of radiative and non-radíative

transitíon processes in molecules. They are [17] the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation, the Einstein CoefficienËs, the electric-dipole transition

moments, the Franck-Condon principle and Ëhe selection rules, etc. In

the Born-Oppenheímer approximationb the total energy of the ground states

(n.) and that of the excited states (Et) in molecules are descríbed as- t' t'
the sum of electronic (E., tå) and vibrational energíes; and the wave-

function (U) of a vibronic state are expressed as the product of elec-

tronic (0) and vibrat,íonal Õ wavefuncËions. Thus \¡re may write

ü.ci = ou (x,Q) Õ.q,, (a) (2.rs)

as the wavefunction of the.Q,i vibronic state, where i indicates the íth

vibrational state of the lower electronic state .0; and

ü_. = 0_ (x,Q) 0_. (a) Q.I6)'mJ m mJ

as the rvavefunction of mj vibronic state, where j índlcates the jth

vibrational state of the higher electronic state m; and x and Q are the

electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively.

In the EinsteÍn's radiation theory lI7 ] there are two wel-l knor¿n
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coefflclents: the Einsteln A coefflcfent and the Einstefn B coefficlent.

The Elnstein A coefficient gÍves the probability of spontaneous emission,

1.e., luminescence and its relation to the fluorescence specÈrum and

lifetime. The Eínstein B coefficient gives the probability of absorption

or induced emission. The relation between A and B coefficients for a

molecule in a medium of refractive index ¡ is t17]

A*j*øí = (B h3 uir*n, n3 "-3) B*j*[i (2 "L7)

where h is the Planckts constant, v is the radiative frequency corres-

ponding to Èhe energy difference between the energy states nj and 0i,

and c is the light velocity.

The electric-dipole Èransition moment betr¿een any Ëwo states can

be cal-culated with equarions (2.L5) and (2.16) as

Mrj*gÍ = <ürj lu'l ü¿it

= <e, lú'l ogr .Õ*j I o!,it

= lfr l.ls I=lMr.C l'lsr3,¿1r (2.18)

where Mt is the electric dipole operator, ü, is the mean electronic

transitíon moment and S*. rgl Í" the vibrational overl_ap integral. Thís

integral- represents the quantum-mechanical statement of the Franck-Condon

principLe. The Franck-Condon principl-e statesthat because the tlme

required for an eLectronlc transltion is negltgible compared vrith that of

nuclear motlon, the most probable vibronic transitions is one which

fnvolves no changes in the nuclear coordinates. This transitionrwhl-ch

1s referred Èo as the Franck-condon maxlmum, represents a vertlcal
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transítion on the potential energy diagram (see Flg. 2.2). In quantum

mechanical terrn, the Franck-Condon maximum corresponds to maximum overJ-ap

between the ground state vibrational wavefunction rJrn. and Lhe excíted

state vibrational wavefunction {.r*.; i.e., "h.tt S*j 
r[i 

i" a maxímum.

On the basis of the above arguments, the probabilÍty for radia-

tive transition (kt^) from an initíal víbronic state of wavefunction rl' m.t' -- 'mj
to a final vibronic state of wavefunction {;n., is proportional to the

square of the electronic transition moment. Thus, \,7e can write

uå¿ " 1".¡*¿r l'

= l.o* lM'l oe.rl' l.o*:lrn rl'

= lúo'ul'lt*j,nrl'

For conveníence, the radiatíve transition probability per unit time for

vibroníc transítion is expressed in terms of Einstein coefficient as

t17 l

,-fk*¿ = 4.0* F (2.20)

where Aø* i" the Eínstein A coefficient for the complete electronic

transitíon which is equal to lù*nl'and F is the Franck-Condon factor

v¡hích is equal to I t*j , n, I 
t

The non-radiative transition probabí1ity per unit time Uii t"

given by [17]

!'n2 n

'-Df - 
tE t" 12k*.q,=-^Z: lH*tl-=PC*tF (2'2r)

in wl-r1ch

(2.Le)
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Hrg = t Õrj lt*ul Õ¿

Jrg = <erl;*l e.q, t

(2 "22)

(2 "23)

4n2 go
where J" Ís the nuclear kinetic energy operator and p = --l is the

density of sÈare facror and c,ou = lJ*øl'r" rhe elecrro'il f."ao."
From equations (2,Lg), (2.22) and (2.23), rhe electronic and vibratíonal
components can be separated. The electronic factor ltn*|2 "rrd 

th.
EinsÈeÍn coefficient Au* (or ¡r'rnrl2) involve the wavefunctions of the

ini.tial and final elect,ronic states, so that non-radiative transitions
are subject to the same rnultiplicity, same symmetry and. same parity
selecÈion rules as radiative transitíons t17]. For example, the electric-
dipole transition between elecËronic states of different multiplicity
is spin-forbidden, thus the t,ransÍtíon from first triplet state to the

ground singlet state is also spin-forbídden, r¡h11e the Èransition from

the flrst excited singlet staËe to the ground singlet state is spin-

al-lov¡ed.

The basic difference beÛ¿een t,he radíatíve and non-rad.iative

transitíons ís that the former ínvolves the electríc dÍpole operator Mr

and it occurs between vibronic states that differ in energy, whiLe the

latter Ínvolves the kÍnetic energy opeïator J" and it occurs between

vlbronic states of the same energy (with t f orl. rr can be seen from a

Potentíal energy díagram (see Fig. 2.2) that a radÍative transitÍon is a

vertical transÍtlon between the pot,entiaL surfaces corresponding to díf-
ferent el-ectronic states, while a non-radiatfve transÍtion is a hori-
zontal transiÈi.on, whÍch lnvolves crosslng or tunnel-fng from the potential

surface of inftlaL eLect,ronic state ß to the continuum of isoenergetic
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vibratlonal levels of the potent,ial surface assocíated r¡lth the final

elecÈronic state m. In the foll-owing we shall revLew the effÍciency of

radiative ÈransíÈ1on only.

(fi) The efficiency of radiatíve transition

There are three bímolecular processes r^rhich comrronly compeÈe Ì,/ith

each other in the radiative t,ransitions ín organic semiconductors, and

therefore the electrolumínescent phenomena depend greatly on these pro-

cesses.

(a) Exciton-excíton interactions

In organic semiconductors, the probability of radiatíve emis-

síon depends not only on Eonomolecul-ar decay but also on bÍmolecular

recombinatÍon processes. The excÍton-exciton Ínteractíons can be divided

fnto (1) free excíton-free exciton interactíons and (2) free exciton-trapped

excit,on interact,ions. The free*free excíton interacÈions have

been discussed in SecÈion 2.2.1, so in here we shall- briefly review the

exciton-trapped exciton ínteractions. In real crysËals, there are always

traps capturing excitons. Exciton traps are sites capable of holding

the energy that, otherwise, propagates through the lattice. These traps

are general-l.y localized and non-perÍodic states in Ëhe crystal. Thus,

the radiative transitÍon rate is determíned by the specífic el-ectronic

structure of the trap site" The presence of the traps changes the specËal

energy distributÍon, especiall-y the fluorescence and electroluml-nescence,

and also changes the time dependence of popul-ation and depopulation pro-

cesses 1n the specimen" In organic semiconductors, three types of t,raps

have been identífied [52r115,173] and they are:

(1) guest molecules such as tetracene doped 1n anthracene - the guest,
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mol-ecules can be ldentlfied by thetr spectral propertles, which are nor-

nally different from those of the hosË crystal;
(2) - - these have been considered to be

responsible for vibronic series in the luminescence specÈra of the crystal,
which are identical to the spectra of the intrÍnsic host emission but

shifted Ëo the lower energy side by a cerËain amount of energy;

(3) self-trapping - the self-trapping of an exciton is a process ín

¡shich Ëhe exciton induces a latÊice relaxatÍon, which causes some energy

loss.

The way ín which these exciton-exciton int.eractions affect

the efficiency of eLectroLr:¡ninescence are still not c1ear. In Chapter

IV we shall present our approach to this problen for both perfect crysËals

and real crystals.

(b) Excíton-carrier interactions

The nonradiative destruction of triplet excitons and singlet

excÍtons by excess electrons and holes in organÍc semiconductors have

been investÍgated by many ínvest,igators [39,4L,53r110,r54,160r16j-]. The

first experimental- study by HeJ-frich [53] have showed that the excess

electrons induced into anthracene crystals by carrier injection cause a
ì

decrease of triplet lifetime. More recently, Ïüilliams eÈ al [].60,161] ;'

have reported that the excitons are quenched by carrieas and have suggested

that the interaction of the singlet excitons with charge carriers pro-

videsanadditiona1mechan1smfornon-radiatíveexcitondecay.Thechange

of guantun yield of fluorescence due to the excfton-carrier interactions

may be written as [1601161]

ñ=ot'rf cll+c2+ks (2 "24>
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where a, and o,2 represent' respectively, the radiatlve transltfon wl-th

the emission of photons and the non-radiatlve transition with the emission

of phonons, and k" 1s the sfnglet exciton-carrfer reactÍon rate which

ls given by [160,161]

k" = N.(1 - 0) c/ + Nr 0o (u + u2/3u)

= N.(1 - 9) o'v + Nr eo (v + u2lSv)

u)v

u(v (2.2s)

where o is the reaction cross-section between a carrier and a singlet
exciton, u and v are' resPectÍvely, the thermal velocities of carrier and

singlet excitons.

(c) Exciton-surface Ínteractions

There are thTo processes for quenching the nobile molecular excÍtons

at the boundary betr¿een an organic semiconductor and an elecËrode,

lhey are: (1) Charge transfer - an exciton can transfer an electron to
an adjacent trapping center at Ëhe Ínterface, producing a free hole in
organic semiconductor (for exampl-e, oxygen molecules adsorbed at Ëhe sur-

face can act as electron tïap cenËers) and (2) Energy trans5er - an

exciton can transfer its energy to the acceptor uoLecules present at oï

adjacent to the surface of the organíc semiconductors. Usuallyrsuch an

electron transfer is a rather slow process as compared with the energy

transfer between organic semíconductor and an electrode.

A metal on the surface of a molecular crystal- can influence Ëhe

el-ectronic states of the surface mol_ecules in two hrays: first, ft can

nodlfy their energetic posltion and secondly, Lt can affect the lifetirne
of exclted states. The flrst effect results from the dlscontinuity of the

dlel-ectrtc const,ant across the lnterface, which l-eads to a change in the
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molecular polarlzaËion energy. If the polarÍzatfon ls enhanced, surface

molecules may act as traps for excit,ons. The second effect results

from non-radiative transitions induced by metal electrons.

rn general, the exciton quenchíng zone at the surface is very

narrow (about 20 Á,) t110]. rn the case of electroluminescence, the

excitons are generated from the electron-hole recombination inside the

crysÈals and Èhe recombination zone width i.s estimated to be at least about
t

10'Â. Hence the exciton-surface interactions may not be so imporËant

as compared r¿ith other non-radiative transitions. But in the case of

photoconduction, the disassociatíon of excitons at, the boundary, which

generates carriers, Ís one of the important processes for photocarrÍer

generation mechanisms. Thís will be discussed ín secti-on 2.3.

2.2.3 ExperimenËal results in anthracene

rn this seetíon, we shall briefly revÍew some of the iuportant

experimental results as follows:

(i) Effects of doping lmpuriries

El-ectroLuminescence from pure anthracene occurs prinarily in the

range of 4000-4500 Å (blue lighr) and is rhe same as those of the

normal anthracene fLuorescence (see Tabl-e 2.5). BuË for the anthracene

doped w-Íth tetracene' the eLectrolumÍnescence nay be either only that of

the dopant in the range of 5000-5500 ¡, (green light) or a mixrure of

anthracene and tetracene emíssion, t,he intensity ratlo depending upon

the concentration of the dopant [33,66,119rL24,L2s,L67,175]. By adding

a suitable amount of tetracene, the color of the electrolumlnescence of

anthracene can be control-led from blue to greeno The anthracene-tetracene
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TABLE 2.5

THE Á,BSORPTION AND EMISSION SPIiCTRIJM P"ANGES OF NAP]IT}LALENE,

ANT}IRACENE AND TETRACNNE CRYSTALS

Organic
Semiconductors

Absorption-
Spectrum

Emíssion-
Spectrum

(fluorescence)
Reference

Naphthalene 2300-3300 Â, 3000-3700 Å lL7 ,521

Anthracene 2300-4000 Â. 3800-s100 Â [L7 ,521

Tetracene 3300-4360 Â. 4700-s800 Â It7 ,521
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system ínvolves transfer of excítatlon energy from the host crystal to

the guest mo1ecule" At room temperature the fluorescence effícíency is

approximately 105 times higher for the guest (tetracene) than for the

host (anthracene)

(
nr/no = 10' cT e.z6)

where rì, and nA are, respectively, the quantum yield for the fluore-

scence of tetracene and anthracene, C, is the mole fractíon of tetracene

in anthracene. Equation (2.26) shows that. for CT = 10-5, both partners

have the same íntensity of fluorescence.

Fígure 2.3 shows the spectral dependence of fluorescence and elec-

troluminescence for undoped and tetracene-doped anthracene crystals.

Tn Fig.2.3(a), the dash-line indicates that the fluorescence of anthra-

cene doped r¿ith about 5 x 10-6 mole tetracene, and therefore the guest

and host have about the same intensity of fluorescence. rn Fig. 2.3(b)

the solid line represents the undoped anthracene elect.roluminescence

spectrum and the dash lines Ëhat of anthracene doped with tetracene of
_a

about 10 ' mole. In this case all the observed electroluminescence

spectrum is almost that of tetracene.

(íí) Field dependence of electroluminescence:

(a) D.C. electroluminescence

D.C. electroluminescence can be observed eíther using single

injection electrodes [109,119,168] or double injection electrodes [32,

33,51,54,92,L24,L25,L67,168]. I{owever, Ehe threshold field for the

onset of electroluminescence would be dÍfferent in two cases. In general,

the threshold f1e1d for the case of double injection is much srnaller than
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that for the case of sÍngle lnJectÍon. Table 2.6 shows some materlals

t¿hlch have been used for tnjecting cont.act electrodes for anthracene.

rt is well knovm [51,54] that aË high injectlon currenr level,

the brightness is linearly proportional to the current; and at low

injection current level, the brightness is proportíonal to the square

of the current. The locatíon of ¡he luminous zone insíde the specimen

depends on the concentration of electron-hole pairs distribution. The

luminous zone is usually consÍdered as the carríer recombination width.

Some important experimental results of d.c. el-ectroluminescence are sum-

mari-zed in Table 2.7.

(b) Pul-sed electroluminescence

Pulsed electrol-uminescence has been observed by many ínvestiga-

tors 1L4,54,168,1761 using pulsed-voltage techniques. They have reporÈed

that the electroluminescence consists of two component.s ¡ one is I'fast

comPonent'j $enerally called "prompË electroluminescence", and, the other

is ttslow component'j generally called ttdel-ayed el-ectroluminescencett"

The fast component is due to the singlet excitons generated by direct

electron-hole recombination. The ttfasËtt J-ight transient marks the tíme

¡shen the two leadÍng carrler front,s meet in the specimen. rt is this

tirne Ëogether with the rrfast" current that enables the calculation of the

carríer recombination rate constant. The slow component ls due to the

slnglet excitons generated indirectly by triplet-triplet annihÍlation.

The "sIow" light transient enables us to dlstlngulsh the delayed fluore-

scence of the directly generated singl-et excÍtons. The "slow" currenE

transíent can be used to monitor any change of exciton generation rate

which may arÍse from a decrease of current due to trapping. It shoul-d be

noted that electron and hole detrappfng v¡111 also give rise to a slow llght

Èranslent o
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TABLE 2.6

MATERIALS USED AS CARRTER INJECTING CONTACTS TO ANTTIRACENE

Electrodes

Form

Electron Injectíon
Materials
(Cathode)

Hole Injectíon
Materials

(Anode)
Ref.

Liquíd
Contacts

Â solution of negative
anthracene ion

Sodium * anthracene
+ tetrahydrofuran

A solutíon of positive
anÈhracene ion
(1) kI + I^ ín water

¿

(2) A,9"c9"^ * anthracene
5

* nítromethane

[ 51 ,54

Lithiurn * anthracene
* nitromethane

A.Q,e.Q,^ * anthracene
J

* ethylenediamine
[17s]

Solid
Contacts

Sodium-potas sium a1loy Evaporated gold l.ezl

lÞ + tetrahydrofuran
* anthracene

(1) A9"c9"^ * anthracene
J

f nitromethane
(2) Silver paste

(3) Gold paste

(4) Evaporated sí1ver
(5) Evaporated A!,

(6) Conducting glass
(SnO^ )

¿

[ 168]

.L(1) n'-Si wafers cov-

ered wíth 20-40 ;,

si0
¿̂

(2) A fine grÍ-d struc-
ture of evaporated
41, on a glass sub-
strate oxidized to
approximately 50 Å
of A.Q,r0,

(1) Evaporated trans-
parent fílms of
Cr20 - CrlI

(2) Evaporated Sç-Te
a11oy

(3) Calloidal black Pt
paste

(4) Iodized Cu paste

t::1

Carbon-fibres Evaporated indíum [170]
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TABLE 2.7

SUM},!\IIY OF PREVIOUS IXI'DIIII'IENTAL IIESULTS OII II,ECTIìOLUMINI]SCDNCIi IN.ANTIIIIACDNE CRYSTA.LS

Slrrglc crysLuls
(Melt grom)

Single crystals
doped wlÈh ËeÈracene

Speclmen
Th lcknc s e

10-20u

lllrns (vacuum
evapor a ted )

Form of ConÈacts

Single crysÈals
( zone- re f in ed )

1-5 mr¡

Liquld conEacts,
lì I rr¡i1 r' I ttJ t'c'.1 I utr

Single crysÈaIs
doped with Èetracene

1.5 ¡nn

l,lt¡tr lrl cunL¡rúLrl '
Double lnJcctlon

Single crystals
doped wlth teEracene

Llglrt l'in l:rsIon
Peak

I.lavelength

Ltqufd contacts,
Double lnJccclon

Slngle crysÈals
( zone-re f ined )

lou

Sfngle crysÈa1s

2 r¡un

42rO
44h\)

Unspeci-
f led

Solld contaccs,
lJouble fnjection

0

Â

Threshold
I¡lc1d

Unspeci-
fied

Sol1d contacËs,
Double lnJcctlon

4300 Å

4 x 105 v/cm

Liquid conLacts'
Double inJectlon

4230
4450
47 40
47 92
5 300

2.2 øm

-5m¡n

Cu rrcnÈ-
voltage

dcp en<Jcncc
Jctvn

Solld contacts,
Double injecEion

Unspec I f 1ed

Â
A
I

A,

A.

50u

4100Å-5400Â

Solid contacts,
Double lnjecElon

Unspeclffed

n>10

Tenrp.
Range

4s0o Å.

Solfd contacLs,
Double lnJectJ.on

n>2

4340
54 B0

Unspeclfled

2930K

Remarke

Å
Å

42s0 ¡,
49s0 A,

s2s0 ¡.

350 v/cm

n>2

293"K

D.C. EL
lul uc<l lil-
A.C. EL

4300 Å

2930K

7000 V/cm

n)3

D.C. DL

Pulsed EL
A.C. EL

Reference

44sO Â

n>2

6 x 103 v/cm

[109, 119 ]

D.C. EL

293"K

n>3

1 x 105 v/cm

[51,54]

1000K-
3500K

n>6

D. C. EL

293"K

[17s]

6< n< 12

D.C. EL

293"K

D.C. EL

[ 32,33]

29 3'K

D.C. EL

I 167,168]

293"K

D.C. EL

[ 124 ,125 ]

4,.C. EL

t66i

t1701

t17l

\Ol
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(c) A.C. electrolumlnescence

The experimental resulEs of electroluminescence as a functÍon of

frequency and voltagc are very scarce. some ínvestigators [117] have

found that the light output is in phase with applied voltage in the

frequency range of 0-4000 llz, and that using the same materials for both

electrodes, the wave form of electroluminescence is symmetrícal, but if

the two electrode materials are different, the wave form is unsymmetrícal

tl7]. These results indicate that the injection of both majority and

minority carriers depends greatly on the electrode material, or on the

ohmic propertíes of the contact"

(iii) Temperature dependence of electroluminescence:

There are very few results avaílable on the temperaÈure depend-

ence of electroluminescence. The electrolumínescent brightness has been

found to be linearly proportional to the current, but índependent of

temperature for the temperature range between 350'K and 150"K [108].

I^iilliams et a1 [108] have reported that the nelË-groT,,/n crystals show a

considerable portion of defecË emíssion in the electroluminescence

spectra, especially at loL,I temperatures. Although the carrier injection

efflciency slightly improves, the internal quantum yields of electro-

luminescence decreases [170] at high temperatures.

The basic mechanisms of temperature dependence of electrolumine-

scence is sti11 not fully understood. In Chapter IV, we shall present

our experirnental results and theoretical approach on this subject.
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2,3 PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

The processes of charge carrier generaÈion in organlc semicon-

ductors resulting from the lnteract,ion of semiconductors wlth light have

been studíed by many investigators lL7 ,L9 ,22 ,28,29 ,48, 71,80 r 115 ,139 ] .

The observed photoconducËivity and photovoltage have been found to be

strongly dependent on a number of parameters, among the most important

of these being (i) the wavelength and intensity of the incident Iíght,

(ii) the magnitude and pol-arity of the applied field, (iíi) the srare

of illuminated surface, (iv) t,he ambient atmosphere and (v) the temper-

aÈure of the specimen.

'Considering the photogeneraÈion of free carriers ín organic semi-

conductors, it is wel-1 known that in additíon to Èhe direct-ionizaËion

Process, carriers can be generated by such other processes as the

Ínt.eraction of sínglet and trÍplet excitons, and the interaction of excitons

wfth surface stat,es at electrode surfaces or wíËh íurpurity or defect

sites near the surfaces. Thís may be the reason that experimental

results reported by dífferent investígators differ wÍdely in magnitude

and temperature dependence of the photocurrents. In the followingrwe

shal-L discuss the photoconductíon process and photovoltaíc phenomena

separateLy.

2.3.I PhoÈoconduction processes 
i

Tn this sectlon, we shal-l- discuss only the following three

lmportant photogeneratlon processes.

(i) One-quantum processes



photon

cessess

nhere €" fs the absorption coeffl_clent,

generatLon, 6 1s the llluminatfon light

42"

' (2.27)

A fs the quantum yield of carrier

lntensf.ty, À" Ls the dlffuslon

A one-quanÈum process means thaÈ Èhe process involves only one

or exciton in a single lnteractLon process. The foLlowing pro-

are on-quantum processes.

(a) Collísion of sínglet excitons v¡ith rity or defect
sites near and at qhe surfaces

This process Ls the most common one for organic semiconductors,

such as anthracene or tetracene r¿hen exclted in the region of the strongest

optical absorption. Hence the specimen ls excited. by the light v¡ithin

Ëhe range betr¿een 3100; and 4000 i., rt. singlet exciÈons will be

generated. Then the singlet excitons in motion collide with impurity

or defecË sites near oï at the surface, causing dissociatÍon of excítons,

which generate one type of carriers (say, holes) and traps the other type

of carriers (say, electrons) at inpurity or defect sites. The nature

of the dissociation centers near or at the surfaces has been studied by

Johnston and Lyons 1621. They found that the removal of the original
surface layer (with original irnpurity or defect sÍtes) from the crystal
under ultra-hígh vacuum red.uces nnarkedly the transient photocurrent in
the lor¿ intensities, and that the reintrod.uction of oxygen on Ëhe

crystal surfaces results in an increase in hole current, índicating

clearly that oxygen is responsible for the dissociation centers. They

concluded that the exciton dissociation at impurity sites Ís the major

generaËÍon process r¿hen the crystal is exposed in the air.
The generation rate of this process is given t37] by

eÀ
Bbo=aËr1ffi f*n-las s's
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length of singlet excitons, and x__ is the surface path length of singlet

excitons.

(b) Collision of triplet excÍtons with trapping centers

Thís process is ímportant in anthracene crystals when the specimen

is excited in the fluorescence re-absorptÍon region (3900-4500 Å1. The

trapped carriers in the bulk would be liberated by triplet excj-tons.

This process has been studied by many investigators [13,48,55]. The

enhancement of photoconduction by this process can be expressed as a

function of applied voltage, specimen thíckness and 1íght intensity or

the concenÈration of triplet excitons [13]. The photoconduction current

is given by

22
J.'6"ç=åu^k^*(e^)trl 4 e.zl)ph ' d3 I -p --ph \-alL-J 

d3

where Ç is the light intensíty; n ís numerical constants (0.5 < n < l);

k-,- is the empirical constant. which is a functíon of absorpt.ion coeffic-pn

ient, tri and tT] is the triplet exciton concentration r¿hich can be

calculated [13] using equation (2.26) on the basis of the assumptíons:

(1) the absorption coefficíent in the fluorescent spectral regíon

change exponentially with light wavelength; (2) triplet excitons aïe

generated near the illumínated surface.

(c) Photoionizatíon by one photon

This process ímplies that the absorbed photons create directly

free electron-hole pairs without íntermediate steps which ínvolve excitons.

This process is also called the intrinsic process. Castro and Horning

[19] were the flrst to perforn an experiment showlng a direct photocarrier
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gencration process. They studied quantum yield ín antl-rracene usíng

pulse techniques, and observed a peak of photocurrent at 2B0O A. which

they attríbuted to intrinsíc charge-carrier generation by a síngle-

photon process. Evidence for the íntrinsic character of the 2800 Â

photocurrent is based primarily on the fact that Ëhe peak in the photo-

current spectral-response curve does not correspond to any known optical

transition, and the magnitude of Ëhe 2800 Å electron photocurrent is

relatively insensitíve to the condition of the crystal surface [19].

The intrinsíc photoconduction in anthracene crystals have also been

investigated by Chaiken et al [22] using steady state current measuring

techniques. fhey have found that the direct ionLzation (i.ê., â crystal

band-to-band Ëransitíon) occurs at a threshold excitation energy of 4.0

eV (n 3169 Å.) , and it resulËs in a maximum íntrinsic photocurrent yield

at 4.4 ev (t2go0 Â) . Many investígators have confirmed that the energy

level 4.0 eV corresponds to the first narror¡/ conduction band and 4.4 eV

corresponds to the second wide conduction band 122, 7,L391. The field

dependence of quantum yield for intrinsic photocarrier generation has

been ínvest,igated by many ínvestigators IL7,22,23,108]. They have

reported that at electric fields higher than 2 x 105 v/cm, the quantum

yield of carrier generation increases very rapidly with field (at least

10 Èimes higher than that at low fields).

. (ii) Two quantum processes:

A Èwo quantum process means that the process involves two photons

or t\.ro excitons, or one photon and one exciton i-n a single collision

process (see Fig. 2.4). There are several possible urechanisms for these
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processes to occur in molecular crystals [48,80], but the most probable

mechanism for the carrfer generatíon ln the bulk is the collfsion of

two singlet, excitons, which generate elect,ron-hole parl s [24,26162r7rr7g,

136,139]. Thís mechanism v¡as first proposed by choi and Rice [24] who,

using perturbation theory, have calculated the rate constant for sínglet-

excíton annihilatíon in the flrst excit.ed staËe .of anthracene crystals.

Their theoret.ically calculated results have been confirmed experímentally

by silver et al [136] and by Johnsron and Lyons Í62l by using pulse rech-

niques. They 162) found that Ëhe generaËion rate of charge carrier is

given by

$| = k""tst2 (2.2e)

where IS] denotes the equilibrium cgncentration af excitons during the

light flash, n is Ëhe concentratÍon of carriers, and. k"" i" the bírnol-e-

cular ïate constant for carrier generation by excíton-exciton collision.

For l-ight of wavelength 4000 A, and of ínrensiry 3 * 1012 photons/cm2

incÍdent on the crystal, the number of carriers generated in one flash,

calculated from equation (2.2g), is 2 x 107 "r-3. This agrees r¿ell with

experímental results of Johnston et al 162J.

(1ií) Multi-quantum processes

A nultf-quantum process means that the process involves more than

two quanta (each of which can be either a phoÈon or an excíton)'in a

singl-e interactlon process (see Frg. 2.4). Three quantum generation pro-

cesses in anthracene have been reported by Singh et al [134] and Kepler

et al [2f1. trlhen a high-lntenslty light (such as Q-switched ruby laser

(tr = 6g40 å) ls used as the photogeneration source, charge carriers are
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generat,ed by a three photon process l7LrL34]rand the dominant mechanism

for the generatíon of charge carriers fnvolves the photoionizaEion of

singl-et-exciton sÈates. The basic dynamics of this process can be des-

críbed as follows

2 [hu] * [r] + [r]

lrl + [r] -] [s]

lhul+[S]*e*h

3[hu] +eth

(2 .30)

Four quantum processes have been reported by Hasegawa et al I50].

using Q-switched ruby laser of photon energy 1.79 ev, they found that

carriers \^lere generaËed from interactions represented by the following

equatíon:

2[hu] -] [r] + trl

lrl+[r]+ tsl

lsl+[s]-] e*h

4[hu] -> e*h

(2.31)

BuË their proposed mechanism has been criticized by both KepJ_er t71]

and Strome [141-], who suggested Ëhat the results could be better approx-

j-nated by three quant.um processes.

2.3.2. Photovoltaíc phenomena

It fs r¿ell knoqm Èhat the bu1-k photovoltage (Dember photovoltage)

arlses when a llght produces a concentraÈion gradient of the non-
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equllibrium carrÍers because of the difference between the electron and

hole mobllities. The photovoltage may also be affected by the surface

staÈes whích may capÈure photocarriers. Thus, the total photovoltage

should be the sum of the bulk photovoltage and the surface photovolÈage.

rn this section, we shall dl-scuss briefly (i) Ëhe general theory of

photovoltaic effects in solids and (ii) the experimental resulÈs of

photovoltaic phenomena in organic semiconductors.

photovol-taic effect (Denber photovoltaic effect), (b) surface photovoltaic

effecË, and (c) depletion-layer phorovoltaic effect, of which only (c)

is associated with a p-n junctÍon (either homo- or hetero- p-n junction).

The photovolÈaic effect in p-n junction has been studied in detaíl by

many ÍnvestigaËors [96r150]. Hence,we shall discuss only the bulk and

surface photovoltaic effects as follows:

(a) The bulk photovoltaic effect

Thís effect in general is referred Èo as the Dember effect [31,

95r1501, which arises due to the diffusion of non-equilibrium photo-

carriers in the bulk of the crystal. 0n the basis of the following

assumptÍons (1) the local- charge Ís neutral and there are no traps in

the bulk of the specimen, (2) Èhe thickness of the specimen is much

larger than the diffusion length of the carrÍers, and (3) there is recom-

bination at the surface, Moss tssl derived the open-circuit photovoltage

for small illuninatÍon light intensity (or for the excess photo-carrier con-

centration much less than the equilíbr1um carrier concentration)

(i) The qeneral theory of photovoltaic effect in solids

The photovoltaic effect in solids may be caused by (a) bulk
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For large illumination light intensity (or for excess photo-

carrier concentraÈion much larger than the equilibrium carrier concentra-

tion)based on the large sÍgnal theory Moss obtained t95l

vph = rffil H ,Q,n [1 + sd,/2Dn (1 + un/u,,) ]' 'n 'p
(2 .33)

where 6 is the illuninated líght intensíty, Dn is the díffusion con-

stant of holes, s is the surface recombination velocity, and Ln is the

diffusion Length of holes. rt can be seen when ilr, eguals un and when

the surface recombination velocity s equals o, vnn = 0. rt can be

imagined that as there are always Ëraps in solíds, and as the local eharge

m¡y not be neutral because of the different rnobilities of the tr,ro types

of carrj-ers (electrons and holes), the photovoltage would þs a function

tion of specimen thickness and its absorptíon coefficienË. These effects

have not been taken into account in equation (2 .32). Therefore, we shall

Present our unified approach to this problem., takÍng these effects lnt,o

account 1n Chapter V.

(b) The surface phorovoltaÍc effect

On thé surface of semiconductors there are always loòal states"

This glves rise to photo-diffusion effects. For example, in the case of

strong surface reconbinatlon there wíll be the photodiffusion difference

betr¡een the surface and the bulk, which fs slrnllar ln nature to the bul-k



photovoltalc effect. In contrast to the buLk photovoltages, thls sur-

face photovoltage might be due to the spacially non-uniformil-y distri-

butlon of surface states or recombinatLon impurities. Hor.rever, the

nature of the surface photovoltaic effect is still unclear. So far, the

general theory for the surface photovoltaic effect is not aval-lable.

The general qualitative consideratíon is that the light can affect the con-

tact potential between the metallic electrode and the semíconductor

because the excítation of electrons into the conduction band would raise

the FermÍ-1evel by Â8, according to the following relatÍon t48l

(2.34>

r¿here n^ and n- refer to the density of free el-ectron in the dark andDL

under light illunination, respectively. The energy band at surface

would bend upward or dov¡nr¿ard with respect to the bulk Fermi-1evel.

Thus, the surface potential, Ô", is strongl-y dependent on the surface

sÈates or surface conditions. The experimental results related to the

bulk photovoltaic effect or surface photovoltaÍc effect in organic semi-

conductors will be reviev¡ed in the nexË subsectÍon.

(1i) The experímental results of photovoltaíc phenomena in
organic semiconductors

The number of experimentaL results on photovoltage effect is much less

than those on photoconducitivity, probably because it has been recognízeð

that the photovoltage depends strongly on lllumlnated light wavelength

and specfmen surface condl-tions.

(a) Llght wavelength depende.ns.e

In general, the spectraL dLstrf.butlon of photovoltage correlates

wel-l with the absorptlon spectrum as shown in Fig. 2,5, An lncrease in

AEf = kr ,,n (5)
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llght intensity changes only the magnítude of photovoltage, but does not

disturb the correlatÍon between the spectral distríbution of photo-

voltage and the absorption spectrunì. The absorption can be roughly

divíded into two regions, namely, (1) sLrong absorption region and (2)

weak absorptíon regíon. In Ëhe strong absorption regíon, the photovolt-

age may be increased up to a certain maxirnum lírniting value and its sign

indícatesthe sign of majority carrier; but in the weak absorption region,

the photovoltage may be reduced to zero, or even cause its sign to

reverse. Vladimirov [159] has observed that when anthracene crystal is

illurninated within the sÈrong absorption regíon (À <4000 ^&), the magni-

tude of photovoltage correlates well with t.he absorption spectrum and

its sign indícates a p-type conductivity; but when anthracene crystal is

illuminated with weak absorption regíon (À >4000 Â), its sign índicates

an n-type conductivity, and this inversion occurs at À = 4000 Â, at room

temperatures. Recently, the photovoltaic effecË in naphthalene crystals

as a functíon of light wavelength has been studied by Tavares t149].

He observed that the magnitude of photovoltage ín naphthalene for red

light (7500 .E) is strongly enhanced if the specímen is previously i11um-

inated by violet light (4100 A.) or by green lighr (5100 A,) as shown in

Fig. 2,6. These phenomena has been explaíned only qualitatively by

Tavares [149]. It is believed that this enhanced effect of photovoltage

is due to the 1oca1 charge non-neutrality or space charge effect. The

theoretical explanation of this effect will be presented in Chapter V

based on our analysis.

The photovoltage in tetracene crystals as a functíon of specimen

have been studled by Lyons et al tB7] " They found that the thinner the
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sPecimen the higher ís the photovoltage gencrated in the region of the

weak absorption, and that the photovoltage is almost inclependent of

specimen thickness in Ëhe region of strong absorption. rn chapter v,

we shall also present our theoretícal explanation of these phenomena.

(b) Surface condition dependence

so far, ínvestigators [48,7021757,159] have studied the effecr of

surface conditions on photovoltage by one of the follorving means:

(1) to expose the specimen in different ambient gases, (2) to allow

t,he surface barrier by applied hígher electric fields and., (3) to excÍte

the specímen by increasing líght intensity. rt is possíble that the

surface photovoltage 0s is due to the boundary bending of the energy

bands, and thus its magnitude and sign depend strongly on the surface

states of the specímen surface. (See Fig. 2.7.)

It has been reported thaË Ehe adsorption of oxygen tend to

decrease the photovoltage lL02rL57,I59l. This phenomena rnight be explained

[L02 rL59 ] by the fact that the adsorbed oxygen produces on Èhe anthra-

cene surface negatively charged states, causíng the corresponding change

in the bendíng of the energy bands. Some important results of bulk and

surface photovoltaic effect.s are summarized in Table 2.8.
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TABLE 2.8

SIJMMÄRY OF PREVIOUS EKPERIMENTAL RESIILTS OF PHOTOVOLTAIC EF;ECT IN ANTHRACENE CRYSTATS

SpecLnen
Thlckness

Sub 1l-na t ion
f L l:rs

Singie crysEals
(zone reflned)

5.1u-rou

Fron! surface
( Firs c

con !ac È )

l00u- 300u

Slngle crystals
(zone reflned)

Electrolyte
-0.01tl
NaCi solutfon

50u

30u-50u

Conduc È lng
quarEz-¡ilass

Back surface
( Second
con tac L )

Sn 0,

D1 cc t rolyt e

-0.01 M

NaCl solurlon

¿0u

Sn0,

Ahrrnlnum

Po1ar1Èy
of Front.

sur Face

Sn0,

MeÈa1

Negat lve

Sn0,

["Iave- |

lensÈh I

Range I

Negat lve

Sn 0,

36s0 Å

Negatfve

Temper-
aEure
Ran¡ie

Negatlve
Po s 1t.lve

3100 Å
- 3650 A

29 3'K

Negatlve
or

Por.; I [: lvc

Remarks

<4000 Å
>4000 A,

2 ó1'K
- 328"K

ìlaxlmun photo-
volcuge - 0.2V

300 "K

3700 ¡,
- 42oo Ã

300"K
- 3750K

Surface photo-
vol tage

Reference

3000K

Sign fnverslon
of photovoltage
oucufu uL
I=a000Å

[63]

SpecÈral distrlbu-
Elon saoe as
ubrior'pt lon dpcctruÍr

[108]

[102]

[13e]
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rn this chapËer, \,üe present a new unifíed approach to the theory

of one-carrier currenL injection ín a solid having an arbítrary distri-

bution of traps in energy and in space and some experimental results

to show Èhe relation between the size effecËs and the spatial trap

dístribuÈion. The space-charge-limited currents in both organi-c and

i-norganic crystals have been discussed at length by many investigators

155'77 ], but litËle has been reported on organíc materials, particularly

in film form. tr^le chose anËhracene filns for the presenË invesËígation

partly because they are easy to fabricaËe for various film thicknesses.

we also present a nell unified approach to the theory of double-carrier

currenË injection in a solid having traps distributed uniformly or

nonuniforrnly in energy but homogeneously in space, and present some

computed results to compare presenËly avaílable experimenÈal results.

These two approaches also enable the study of the energy dístri-

butíon of the traps in a solid from the measurements of J-V character-

isËics since the expressions for the latter can be easily deduced to

the expression for any particular conditions.

A. SINGLE INJI]CTION

UNIFIED

CURRE

CHAPTE

PROACIIE

INJECTI

E THEO

OLIDS

RT

S TO

ON

AP

NT

I

TII

NS

3.1 THEORY OF SINGLE INJECTION

In single crystals the trap energy 1eve1s, if there

generally dr'-screte; while in amphorous and polycrystarline

are any, are

materials
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they are distributed in accordance wlth cerËain distributíon functions

[143]. The laËËer has been atLributc:d to the intrinsíc clisor<ler of the

lattice, whích ís possibly due to the variation of the nearest neighbour

distances. Materíal specínens in film form produced either by vacuum

deposítion or by other means are likely to be polycrystalline, and there-

fore, traPs created by defects are generally distríbuted and their den-

síty is rather high even if the material itself is very pure chemically.

Furthermore, material specimens always have boundaries such as their

surfaces wíth metallic contacts. The Ërap distribution near such bound-

aries would be differenË from that in the bulk. rn the theoretical

analysís we make the followíng assumptions, but the treatment ís general

and Ëherefore can be applied to Ëhick or thin specimens in crystal or

in film form of any materials.

(f) The energy band model can be used to treat the behaviour of

injected carriers.

(íí) 0n1y injecËed hole carríers are considered and Èhe ohmic

contact to inject them is perfect. (A sinilar tïeatment can be easily

extended Ëo the case for only injected electron carriers.)

(Íii-) The electrÍc field is so large that the current components due

to díffusion and due to carriers thermally generated in the specimen can

be neglected.

(iv) The treatment is one dímensíonal with the plane at x = 0 as

the ínj ecting contact and that at x = d as the collecting contact, and

the specímen thÍckness is d.

The distribution function for the trap d.ensity as a function$ of

energy level E above the edge of the valence band and distance * tlo* tt.
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injecting contact for hole carríers can be written as

h (E, x) = N. (ll) S (x) (3. r)

where Nt(E) and S(x) represent respectively the energy and spatíal

dÍstribution functions of traps. rf the traps capture only ho1es, the

electric field F(x) inside the specimen follows the Poisson's equation

dF(x)__q[Pr(Ð+Pr(x)]
dxe (3. z¡

and the current density may be written as

J=qpPr(x)F(x) (3. :)

is the hole mobility, q is the elec-

are, respectively, the densiÈies of

free holes. fr(x) and Pr(x) are given

tËiv

and

ínj

fu,
I

)o

iËY, p

P, (x)

ected

where e is the perrui

tronic charge, Pr(x)

inj ected Ërapped and by

rr(x) : Nu exp (-EF/kT)

where U, t" the energy band gap, NU ís

in the valence band, k is the Boltzmann

temperature, and EU is the quasi-Fermi

Fermi-Dirac distribution function rvhich

(3.4)

(3. s)

the effective density of states

constant, T is the absolute

level for holes, and f(E) Ís the

is given by

(:'a¡

In the following

h (E, x) f (E) dE

and

f(E) = 1*gexp [(Er-ll)/lcT]

where g ls the degeneracy factor of the trap state.

we shall. consider three general cases:



3.1.1 The traps conflned Ín a sfngle discrete energv level.

For this case, equatfon (3.1) becomes

h(E,x) = H" ô(E - Er) S(x)

where H is the
a

Èhe edge of Èhe

From equaÈions

in which

density of traps,

valence band and

(3.4) and (3.6) we

Ea is the trap energy

6(E - Er) is the Dirac

obtain

- t.)S(x)dE
1*gexp [(ur-u)/kr]

rElc
Ie.(x) = 
I¿O

Ha ô(E

H"S (x)

EOt*rF

(3.9

|',

) into equation (3.2) gÍves

dF(x) c:= -¿dxe
H^S(x)

J-4, HEaa
'*{G)

d{,,
O, = Í-= exp (-E./kT)

a

Substitution of equaËion

an analytical solution of equation (3.r0¡ for J as a function

voltage is not possible, although a numerical soluËion can be

for all possible cases separately. For simplicíty, \^re assume

is a shal-low trap level located below Er. This iurpl-ies that H

on the basis of this assumption and by multiplying boËh sides

(3"10) wirfr 2F(x) and subsrlruring equarion (3.3) inro iË, we
,,

dF(x) = dlF(x)f = _ 2J [0, + s(x) ]

60.

(3. 7)

level above

delta function.

(3. 8)

(3" a¡

(3. e)

(3. 10)

of applíed

obiaíned

that Ea

"0,>>pr(x) 
"

oi equation

obtain

(3.u¡2F(x) dx dx eu0a
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(:. rz¡

(3.13)

tzsl

of equation (3.11) and use of the boundary conditionÈionIntegra

f F(x) dx give

_9J = E-euua

\,I =

v2

rl--
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The upper límit of the integral has been extended to ínfinlty. Thís is

permíssiblc if f'(x) is far enough removecl from the Fermí leve1 of thc

neutral region. By substitutÍng equation (3.15) into equation (3.2),

lettíng T"/T = 9,, and mulriplyíng borh sides wirh f#l tF(x) )I/', ,"

ob tain

,L#, rr("rr +P=-ffi 
rprp(*) t''urr,

.e.+r. c\ J rlL
=-(î) Ë ,o*u) lor + s(x)]

ob=+.*e t-

L/e.

29.+7
.Q,+l

(e"+I) / e"

u"-ry e. -t/ L

L+L
V-1çT
deff

s(x)l

( 3. 16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

*\Nv

in which

in which

9"+In^L
r---a- L rt.0+l}L/

b

* ,t"-,,
Integration of equaËion (3.16) and, use of the boundary condition

¡d
=-l F ( y) dx give

Jo

.r = q1-r u Nv ,+++,

Í" 
,1"t,, + s(x)l utn'n*? 'l'".{QwL) 

(3-re)

Equation (3.18) is similar in form ro ilraË derived by Mark and

Helfrich tB9] except that d has been replaced with durr. Again, the

difference between d"ff md d is caused by the inhomogeneous spatial

distribution of free and trappecl carriers.

u"r, = 

{
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3.1.3 The traps distributed unÍformlvlvíthin the forbiclden enerqy sap.

For this case, equation (3.1) becomes

h (n, x) = H"s (x)

where I{ ís the density of traps per unit energy interval. From equa-c

tions (3.4) and (3.5) we obraÍn

|,u* H"s (x) dE
D/-.\-l

' jo 1*gexp[(Er-E)/kr]

(3. zo¡

(3.23)

(3.24)

= n {¡ * kr .Q,n ]*T '"n t tTI ; 
E^) /krl

c'-c ^--"^r@Ìs1x¡
E -E_

= H rrl -€,- F - [n s)s1"¡ (3.21)
c\kT

since E > E-. substitution of equaËion ß.2Ð into equaËion (3.2)g ¡ -z-----^- \¿'-+/

gives

dF c E--Eo
d; =- *{r, + Hc kr (-0, I - ¿"e)s(x)}

qH kT qUN,,g exp (-E^/kI)= + [0" * s(x)] .l,n t--v"+-:-s:- Fl Q.zz¡
in which

^ 
Nv "*p (-rr/tr)

"=EHckr (*T--I - o'e)

rntegration of equation (3.22) and use of the boundary condition
rd

V - - f O(*)O* give,i(see Appendix)
Jo

J = 2quNus ¡l-- u*p t- i, exp <--?{=-l-eff N¡ qH"kTci'r,

Ín which

durr = {2 ft [t [0" * s(x)]dx dt]'4
Jo Jo

(3.2s)
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Equation (3.24) is similar ín form to that derived by Muller [98]

except that d has been replaced with d.rr. Again the difference between

d.. and d is caused by the inhomogeneous spatial distributÍon of freeett
and trapped carriers.

The above three general cases can be extended to many other cases

for other possÍb1e distríbution functions through an appropriate approx-

imation procedure. However, once S(x) is knovm, deff can be easily

calculaËed and then the I-V characterisÈics can be determined.

3.2 E}PERIMENTAI, AND COMPi]"IED RESI]LTS T'OR SINGLE INJECTION

Anthracene film specimens were fabricated by evaporating Ëhe

anthracene material of scinÈillatÍon grade and depositing it onto a silver-

coated glass substrate under a vacuum of 10-6 torr, the temperature of

the substrate being kept at -60"c during deposiEion [104]. on Ëhe other

surface of the film was vacuum-deposíted a silver layer Ëo form a sand:

wich type specimen, the sílver electrode size on both film surfaces

being 2 nm in diameter. The film thickness was measured with an ínter-

feroneter and checked wiËh the microbalance weighing method. Figure

3.1 shorvs the I-V charact,eristics for various film thicknesses. For a

gÍven thÍckness, r is proportional to v3 indi"rting that the traps are

distribuËed exponentially within the forbidden energy gap follorving equa-

tion (3.18) with L = 2. This is reasonable because the structure of

anthracene fÍhns is likely to be polycrystalline, and the traps created

by defects due to such a structure generally have an exponential distri-

bution in energy t"521 " Since tl-re carriers injecÈed from silver electrodes

to anthracene are holes [61,120], we can novr use equ¿ì.ti<¡n (3.19) to
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calculate d -- and then determine S(x) from theett
I for a given applied voltage V. We shall fírst

most probable distribution functions of S(x) as

the contribution of the free carríers to duff is

equation (3.19) reduces to

_ f 29" + rdefr = L-¡=¡

9"

s (x) dx)m

3.2.I Uniform spatial distributíon.

The distribution function may be written

S(x) = 1

d -- for this distribuÈionett

thickness

compute d

fo1lows.

i gnored,

dependence of

- - for threeeït
For sÍmplicity

so that

1J1"

.q,+1

- .2L+Ldeff = t[+1

l-ofl ls

9"

. ,f+1dx)

therefore

.q,+r

a.lE

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

at the

oÍu*t

AS

funct

I:,I
=d

ential spatÍal distribution with the maximum densit3.2,2

(3.2e)

.injecting electrode (at x = 0).

The distribution function rnay be written as

S(x) = 1 * A exp

SubstiEution of equation (3.29) into

L L+I

(-: )
o

,tÈi2g+1(r + A exp (- ila*¡I-t
o

where A and x are constants.
o

equation (3.26) gives

td ¡t

derr= t+t'.f t[
J" .J"



By setting
9. t. d

P = [+l- r w = exp (- *) and wd = exP (- 
" 

), wê obtaín

67,

(3. 3o)

d -- x r-qff _-_o (r+p)l+p.{dd

I
tn(1-wl -rUlll ¿*lF

w

which can be easily evaluaËed.

3.2"3 Exponential spatial distribution with the maximum densitv at

both electrodes (at x = 0 and x = d).

The disËribution function may be wriËten as

S(x) = 1+ B [exp e: ) * exp ,- {-|oo
(3 . 31)

where B is a constant. Similarly, substituting equaËion (3.31) into

equation (3.26) and simplifying ít, we obtain

t 
lu ( l-w-w .+ 

.d

o\t

td.^-D1
;;) -lnwJ' t-;¿']F

(3.:z¡

From the experimental results given in Fig. 3.1 we have !, = 2.

Using thís value for .Q,, wê have computed d"r, /d as a funcËÍon of d/xo

and the results are given in Iig. 1.2 l:or various S(x). From Fig. 3.1

and equation (3.18) we would expect I to be proportional to d-5 fo, o

gíven V if the spatial distribution of traps ís uniform. But the plot

of I as a function of d for a given V in Fig. 3.3 shows that I is propor-

tional to d-n, in wl-rích n is dependent on d" This indÍcates that the

trap distribution in the anthracene films under invesEigation is spatíally

inhoniogeneous. Since I can be simply expressed as I = Mcl-n = tq¿l?- fotett

"lV 4

=;ct+p;1+R'{l
J

deff
d

I17 ,
cl
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a gíven V and 9, = 2, we can determíne from Fig. 3.3 the values of n and

d^r"/d for varÍous values of d. The result of the latter is also plottederr
in the same figure.

It is reasonable to assume that if the inhomogeneity of the spatial

trap distribution is caused by the metal-anthracene contacts, then Ëhe

distribution function should be independent of film thickness because

the same technique was used to fabricate all specímens. Since the mat-

erial used for both electrodes is silver, we would expect that the trap

distribution at x = 0 should be symmetrical with that at x = d. Thus

the most probable spatial distribution function would be exponential

wíth the maximum trap densíty at x = 0 and x = d. Frorn Figs. 3.2 and

3.3 we have estimated that for s(x) independent of d, the value of xo is
:

between 0.3 and 0.4 p, and the value of B is between l and 2. rt should

be noted that the number of thicknesses used for the present experimental

invesËigaËion is only 5, the curves drar^m Ín Fig. 3.3 are clearly not

unique. For accurate deterrulnaÈion of S(x) rnore results on thickness

dependence of I-V characterÍstics and an iÈerative procedure to find xo,

B or A are necessary.

3.3 CONCLTIDING RNMARK FOR STNGLE INJECTION

The general expressions for the current-voltage characterístics

in a solj-d with traps uniformly and non-uniformly distributed in space

and in energy have been derived using a unifíed mathematj-ca1 approach.

The analysis technique discussed in this chapter nay, in principle, be

used to analyse any distribution of traps with space and energy. However,

it shc¡uld l¡e noted that in the derí.vation botir the permittivity and the
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carrier mobílíty have been assumed to be constant. For a more rlgorous

treatment, these two physícal parameters may have to be consídered to be

altered by the charge exchange in traps [107].

B. DOUBLE INJECTION

3.4 THEORY OF DOUBLE INJECTION

In the theoretical analysis we make the followÍng assumptions:

(i) The energy band model can be used to treat the behaviour of

inj ecËed carriers.

(ii) Both inj ected elecËron and hole carriers are considered and

the ohmic contacts at the cathode and aË the anode to inject them are

perfect.

(iii) The elecËric field is so large that the current componenËs

due to diffusion and due to carríers thermally generated. in the specÍ-men

can be neglected.

(ív) The treaËment ís one dimensional with the plane at x = 0

as Ehe electron-injecting contact and that at x = d as the hole-injecting

contact, the specimen thickness beíng d.

(v) The free electron and hole densities follors the Maxwell-

Boltzmann statistícs, while the trapped electron and hole densities follolv

the Fermí-Dirac statistics "

(vi) The mobilities of the free electrons and free holes are not

affected by the presence of traps.

(vLi) The fields at both injecting contacts are zero under all con-

ditions. That is

F(x=0)=F(x=d)=0 ( 3. 33)
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(viii) The indirect recombination through traps ls predominant so

that the dírect band recombinatíon can be ignored.

The behaviour of double ínjection in a solicJ is governed by the

current flow equations:

J =qun-Fn ^'n t

J = qu p-Fp '' p't

=J +Jn

the continuity equations:

- (r/q) (dJrr/dx)

(1/q) (dJn/dx)

and the Poisson equation:

dF/dx = (q/ù [rr(x) + t.

= r = np<voR>

= r = np<voR>

(3. 34)

(3. 3s)

(3. 36)

(3. 37)

(3. 3B)

(3. 3e)

free electrons

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3 .42)

- nr(x) - t.l

the densities ofBased on the assumptíons given above,

and holes are given by

n, (x) = N. exp [- (E" - EFn)/krl

lr(x) = N' exp[-(Erp - Ev)/kT

and those of trapped electrons ¿nd holes by

ï"
". = 

I 
hn (E) rrì (E) dlÌ

L

ï"
r)t = 

iru 
hp (E) fP (E) dE (3.43)
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(3.44)

(3.4s)

and h_ (E) and h (E)np
Ëríbution functions

two limiting levels

expressions for the

Ëhree general cases

, * Bn- exp [ (B-Errr) /tf 1

t * *n exp[(uuo-tr)/kT]

are, respectively, the

which are functions of

EU and Err. To evaluate

J-V characterístics it

as follows:

electron and hole trap dis-

energy level E between Ëhe

rt "rd pt, and to deríve the

is convenient to consider

>E'-
l|n

distri-

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.4e)

frr(E) =

fn (E) =

3.4 .1 The Ëraps confined in a sinele discrete ener leve

(i) shallovr rraps:

The electron traps are considered to be shallow tt Ua'

(or E*^ ( E-_ for shallow hole Ëraps). For thís case the trapEP ¡P

bution function is given by

hn(E) = Hrr,ô (E - Ern)

tt Ua' is not too

tions (3.44) and

(3.46)

close Ëo EF' for shallo$r traps, substitution of equa-

(3.46) into equation (3.42) gives

ûat = H"rrB' exp[(Err, - Etn)/kr]

Similarly, we can obtain hp(E) and p"a as follorvs:

hp(E) =ttooo(E-Erp)

par = Hroeo-lexp[(Erp - EFp)/kT]

From equations (3.40), (3.41), (3.47) and (3.49) vre can rvrire



and

in wirich

n=n-*n =K nt at anf

p=pf+Pat=Kuop¡

74.

(3. so)

(3. s1)

(3.s2)

(3. s3)

for the solids r'¡ithout

(3. s4)

(3. ss¡

(3. s6)

anK

K

q I-l

t * +* exp [ (u.-E.rr) /rr1
c

H
1 + fr exp [(E.o-Err) /krJ

-pvap

By introducing the followíng parameters

traps (denoted by the subscripË t'0")

!R0 = ecvo*>O/29

vRO = u,r/unO

uPo = un/u*o

and the corresponding parameËers for

uRo €<voR>o

'RaKK2qan ap

vrr, = K.pvro

}]nrp€
oa = Zf-?--;Jan apFlia

ßr = 9un/KunJ

Ya = cluP/KapJ

=o¡'2aa

the solids wiËh Ëraps

I
KKan aP

"p 
= Kurvpo

and also the fo11owÍng parameters

(3 . s7)

(3. s8)

(3. se)

(3.60)

(3. or¡

(3. 62)

(3.63)
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g = ßnF= ßK n-Fa a aant (3.64)

T" = YrpF = YuKupp¡F (3.65)

equations (3.36), (3.37), (3.38) and (3.39) can be wrirren as

S +T =f
4d

dS/dx=-ST/Ua aa a

dT/dx=ST/Ua aa a

(3.66)

( 3. 67)

(3.68)

dU^/dx=v^-T^-v S (3.69)a ana apa

rnËegration of equation (3.69) wiÈh rhe aid of equarions (3.66), (3.67)

and (3.68) gives

VV
u" = D"(l-sr) aps" at (3.70)

where D, is the integratíon constant which is determined by differenti-

ating equation (3.70) with respect to x and comparing ít wíth equation

(3.69). By doing so, \"re obraj-n

ds^/ax--s_(1-s^)/u^ " (3.7L)a a- a" a

sÍnce the entire current at the anode is carried by holes, thus s" = 0;

and the entÍre current at the cathode is carrj_ed by electrons, thus

So = 1. So integration of equati-on (3.71) gives

fsr=lv -1 v -1D = ð. / I r^t" (1-s-) "P ds. ( 3.72)t Js =o a ' a' a
a

d
usÍng equation (3.63) a'd the bou'dary conclÍtion \,r = - / n¡*¡a*, it

0



can easíly be

vJhere

shor¡¡n that the relation between J

-gv2J=E€uerro3

and V 1s

76.

(3. 73)

(3.7s)

(3.7 6)

(3.77)

(3.78)

.. -8 eþultt,
t'Leî( - t (r-,).

ff ,;i,,-' ( I -.t,,)',,,,-' d.r.,]"

],J

,,):Ì",zii-¡d.!,,1
(3 "7 4)

Equatíons (3.73) and (3.74) are similar ro Ëhose derived by

Parmenter and Reppel [106] except that voo .ru uno have been replaced

with vn = K.rrurro and vn = *rnuno " Thus' by puEtttt *"n = *"n = t,

this case will degenerate Eo the case for trap-free solids.

(ii) Deep r raps :

The electron traps are considered to be deep if Ear, . Epr, (or

uan t EFp fot deep hole traps). For Ëhis case all equations deríved for

the shallol,/ trap case can be used except that n"a, pat, K"r 
"rU *"n

have to be replaced wíth the followíng expressions:

rl
lJ s;i""'-'{r-s

n -Hat an

D'at

K
an

K
aP

-n
ap

H

=1*ñ*."0
c

H

=1+ñ*."0
V

(Ec - EFn)

KT

l-gi":i¿lLkrJ

3.4.2 The traps distributed exponentially withín the forbiclden energy ¿ap.

For thls case Lhe electron and hole trap distribution functions are
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It,,(E) :'#,"^n (+#)

tt,,(E¡ ==l?"^rei)

(3. 7e)

(3.80)

If T_ > T we can assume thaE f (E) = 1 for - æ ( E . E*- and f_(E) = 0c n'' Fn n'

as if we take T = 0. Thís is a good approximation particularly when

T. is much larger than T tB9]. wíth this assumptÍ.on and from equa-

Ëions (3"42), (3.43), (3.79) and (3.80) we obrain

I Hru /E-8"\ ,_
'o': J kr"ex9 \ Å7; /ot

: H¡u(n¡lN")ttl

and

for E t EFrri and fn(E) = 1 for Ern< E<- and fp(E) = 0 for U. Urn

,,: Ik;*o(#)tt
E Í'p

: ll o,,QtJ N ,)ttl

where I _T /t. Following the same procedure âs above, we

n=n-+¡¡ =lrl- ¡ -L/9"t bt bnf

P=Pf*Pb.=\onrt/n

r *f."*n t(?) (1,¡r,)ll #,;,

can r^rrite

(3. B1)

(3. B2)

(3. B3)

(3.84)

(3. Bs)

(3. B6)

K¡,:

, , l:;,.-, [({--/) (t-r,,')]l 
,íï,

K ¡,, -:
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To simplify matters, \¡/e introduce the fo11owíng parameters:

. (F,)"1Kt,,,\ (p,,tttlK,,,,\e
"'- L¡+-t¡1¡rr¡.

0

ßO = curr/Çrr'l

Y, =qu/cJD -P DP

u- = * F( 
L+L) /9"

bb

st = ßu4r,ttF

t¡ = 
'u4nnrt

u br, = {r.-7/u /*orr) /u*o

u bo = {unr/u/t1p/un¡

e<voR>b 1
ilRb =

t (s+r) /¿ I q Cu"rr*oort'#
Using Ëhese parameters, substiÈuting equations (3.83) and

equation (3.39), and multiplying borh sides v¡irh "b(#)
and then simplifying it, we obtain

duo/dx = ubr.,Tb1/u - uoorot/n

s. +T. -1bf)

dSo/ctx = ,ot/uror/L /ub

dro/dx = -so1/ør. ot/n /uo

(3. B7)

(3. BB)

(3. Be)

(3. e0)

(3. e1)

(3 'ez)

(3. e3)

(3. e4)

(3. es)

(3. e4) into

tr(*) I1lø

(3.e6)

(3. e7)

(3. e8)

(3. ee)

Since



where Do is the íntegratíon constant which can be determined. by

grating equatíon (3.95). Thus we have

)d.s,,

UsÍng equations (3.90) and

d
g = - / f(*¡a*, ir can be

0
and V is

(3.100) and the boundary condition

easily be shoqm Ehat the relation beËween

i-ntegration of equatfon (3.96) gives

where

uu = Du .*pi Ill(!,+1) I fr¡,rru(s-1) /L+rap(l-sb) (s-r)sllÌ

r: qr-, *;,ff#)'" (#)'#
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(3.100)

inte-

(3.101)

(3 
" 102)

þ'"u : I U + l) | (zl + l¡ lt "' ¡t,,,,u,,,,,vr¿,,,

'I

(/ "-t{(å) [,t,,.5,,"-"' t,',,,(t -5,,¡"-'"1] Ls¿"'( I

.-t{(ffi)[r,,,,,s¡,,¿-|)i/-t- L,t,,(|-.9,,),,-,,,,]][s,,',,(I-.ir),,,] ,urr)'

(3.103)

Equation (3.102) is similar in form to that derived by Mark and

llelfrich t89l for one-carrier crrrent injection except that unN,r/i1n rras

been replaced with uårr for double carrier current ÍnjectÍon.

3.4.3 The traps distributed uniformly within the forbi<iden energy gap.

- .sr¡ rrrl - ro.r,,)t+'

U

I ) I I r1,,,.f¡,'¿ -,"' i r,,,,( I -
S¡r'/(l -5r,)"'

are

For this case the electron and hole tr:ap distribution functions
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From equaËions (3.42),

tion that fn(E) = 1 for

and frr(E) = fn(E) = 0,

(3"43), (3.104), and

- @ < E . EFrr, and f

otherwise; we obLain

(3.104)

(3 
" 10s)

on the assump-

urnoE<-;

h(E)=Hnan

h (E) = H.
Pop

(3.10s);

p(E) = l

and

for

and

Thus we can

Ín whích

tda =Hdrr(Errr-urr)

p..:H. (U -E-)' dt dp ' c -b'p'

write

n = n- * n- = K--f --dt --dn

P=Pf*Pda=*do

N,exp [(É.n,, ];!Ltr,, *,

,-" þrr*"

r,' 
[nrln.,

-E

-E

,ut]

,ntl

(3. 106)

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.10e)

(3. 110)

(3.111)

(3.112)

(3. 113)

(3.114)

n,,,, : {' Lt,t,,(Eï, - 8,.)

x,,,,:l I -t 
Nil*! 

!'1t': r-rttJt't'!!rt,,,,n' 
.' l. II,I,,(E,.- I-:r.,,1 ) "''

Similarly, we introduce the following parameters

sirnplicity:

ou = J/qKdr.Kdp"oRtd

for mathematical

ÊO = clurr/J

Y¿ = (uo/J



UO = c'lnF

Sd = ß.ltfF

Td = YdPfF

S0 = ÊdN" exp(-nrlkT)F

T0 = y¿N., exp(-nrlkT)n

v dr, = l/*urru*¿

udo = t/*onu*o

uRd = e<voOt¿/e(urrnr+unlr)

Using these parameters, and substituting equations (3.108)

into equations (3.37), (3.38) and (3.39); we obtain

ds¿ : ln,(T,tl r,,\ln (.$,i/.!,,) /tr,r
d.r

{L - ln ('t',,1't-,)ln (.t,¿i.S,,t/rr,,
d.r

rlfj (t ..

i; 
: 

. | Á.,,,,1n ('l',rl'l',,\ - Ä,¡,,1n (.S,i/.5',,) I

Substitutíon of equations (3.123) and (3.L24) into equation

inlegration give

o = od{exp lvorrsoiÌrln(so/s0) + udpT0Elh(TdlT0) ] ]

wherrr E, is the exponentíal íntegral and DU is the

From equations (3.f25) and (3.126) and based on V =

81.

(3. 11s)

(3.116)

(3 " r17)

(3.118)

(3.11e)

(3.120)

(3 
" 121)

(: -L22)

and (3.109)

(3.123)

(3.L24)

(3.12s)

(3.125) and

(3. 126)

integration constant.
d

- / r1*¡a*, the value
0



of Dd can be determined and it is

o1() L ^

(3.L27)

(3.128)

(3 "r29)

(3.130)

",,i(r'r)l/ [('" ìî (,"]-1-¡l ,rs,,]'

, {"*nl"'""t"r;'(r" }) r'"',"t"1''(tn ?)]}I (ÇX'4[-()r
Thus the relation between J and V is

[),,

J : ktp'ir (vld) explC (vld-)l

where

dK ¿uK,¡,, (u<t,,),,
u
' etl

and

C:

Equation

for one-carrier

uärr ttd ZelqH,kT

It should

injecEion problem

sities insteacl of

{.*o 1,,,,,,s,,r, 
(rn 

T) 
*,',,,,r,,o, (, " f )]}, 

"

i*7, ¡¡"r¡ "'

f 
e*p[,',,,,s,,t ,('" *) + u,,,,']',,ri,(tn+)l

J ln [( t -.s,, l/7,,] ln (.!¿/s,,) \¡J¡/

",{/ 1," 
(*)," (=:)l '."J

,I
l

cl- . d:
vl" v

(3.128) is sinílar in form to that derived by Muller t9a1

current injection except that lno has been replaced with

wiÈh C for double carrier current injection.

be noted that an alternative approach to this double-

can also be obtained by employing free carrler den-

local coordinates as the independent varlables. Based
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on this alternatíve approach, hre can easily deduce from equations (3.34)

- (3.39) the following equatíon

., :I.::'..r :: r:ì:_... _t:' 
_ :.,.jt-:.

(3. 131)
9t nur) 

== 
t:-::ll t'-.,1t

d(ln /¡,) ¡t * erl¡.1,,¡t,

If Ëhe recombination raEe constant, Ërap densitÍes and their distribution

function are known, nf can be calculated in terms of pf. Thus r^/e can

write

tr = G(Pr) (3.132)

and the crystal specimen thj-ckness and the applied voltage in the form

d P1t'r=rt

¿:Ia.r: -Je f u,'dpJ-" J "' q J, ,,,ap,,,,r+pr,lrr)ltr,rrrrr*u) 
(3'133)

t) t'lt.

d ltltr'=Ol

v:-lra.r: -J'e I rytd-p,' J ' "-. ,r. J ltr,,,r+ rr,r;,¡. ur,r\p+ rrl (3.134)

From equations (3.131) - (3.134) we can easily deduce expressions of

J-V characterj-stics for all types of trap distribut.ion described above.

3.5 COMPUTED RESI]LTS FOR DOIJBLE INJECTION

In order to show the effect of traps on the double injection J-V

characteristics, we take anthracene crystal as an example. Generally,

ín this material the electron and hole mobilities are small_, and the

recombination rate constant is large resulting in a small space charge

overlap" Thus the steady state double lnjection current in a solid

without t,raps as a function of appliecl vortage is given by [55,57].
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un xo
ueff =K +t-

an aP

Figure 3.4 shows the ratio U.rr/Uo as

píng 1-eve1 (E. - Ern) /kT [which is for

(3.13s)

(3.136)

a function of H -/N^ and the trap-anc
elect.ron traps and which is assumed

o
f=-"8

v2€Io i-d'

ll='p

"oRto 
=

where U = u * p- . The presence of Ëraps in the materi.al alters this'o 'n 'P

expression as has been discussed in section 3.4. rn Ëhe following

we shall present some computed results whích are computed by fÍníte difference
method, to shor¿ the effect of traps for two most probable types of Èrap

distributíon using the fo11owíng physical parameters for anthracene

xr, = 0.4 "^2/v-"""

0.8 crn2/v-sec

10-6 "*3/"..

There is so far no experimental evidence that the traps are d.istributed

unÍfornly within the forbidden energy gap. physically, the uniforn

distribut.Íon of traps is unlikely to oocur ín a so1id. we include iË

in our theoreÈical analysÍs just for the completeness of this unified

approach, andrfor the presentrno computed results "r" nr"""nted for this

type of trap distribution.

3.5.1 The traps confined in a single discreËe energv level

For this case, the expression for the J-V characterisÈics [equa-

tion (3.73)l is sínilar to equat.ion (3.135) excepË Ëhar po is replaced

*iah u"ff which ís a function of Xrr, ilp, hrr, hp, r and F; and may be

sinply expressed as
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\

tseff

Ie

A

o

Theore ticol
E xper im ento I lst 1

I 0-3
0 16

Fig. 3.42 v"tt/vo as a function of (u" Ern)/kT for rraps
confined ín a single discrete energy leve1.
Solid lines for K /X =1 and semi-dashed lines
f or K /l< =0.5. 

an aP

an ap
A and a: fiu./*" = 1o-6, B and b:

C and c: nurr/*. = 10-4, D ancl d:

E and e: tl n/N: = IO-2, F and f :

x: tetracene concenlration = lppm

y: tetracene concentratfon = 10ppm

H /¡¡ = 1o --
an

H /N =10--an c ,'
-tH /¡l = 10 -.anc

equlvalent to H /N = lo-6.'an'c_q
equlvalent to H-_/N_ = t0 -.
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to be equal Èo (OaO Ev)/kT for hole rrapsl for *urr/*"' = 1 and 0.5.

These results indícate that for a fíxed trapping 1eve1 the double injec-

Ëion current decreases wíth increasing trap densÍty, and for a fixed

Èrap density it decreases with increasing value of (E. - Etn) /kT. This

also implies that the shallow traps are less effective in reducing the

currenË than the deep traps. These computed result,s are in good agree-

ment wiÈh the experimental results of Hoesterey et a1 tSZl and those of

Schwob et a1 [L24) for anthracene heavily doped with tetracene as shown

in Fig. 3.4. This indicates that for traps creaËed by dopanÈs alone

the Ëraps are likely to be confined in a síngle descrete energy level.

3,5.2 The tra dis tr uted ex nentiall within the forbídden ener

gap.

For this case the J-V characterlstícs is given in equation (3.102),

in which ul* does not have the same dimension ." ìro but has the dimen-

sion of ("*2v-1 
"""-1¡ 

("*3)u-t (.u)n. However, to shor¿ Ëhe effect of

traps, results are shor^m in Fig. 3.5. rt can be seen that for a given

value of 1, the ratio uårr/uo increases with increasing V, and for a

given V it decreases wj-Ëh increasing value of. 9,. The hígher the applied

voltage, the less is the effect of traps, and this agrees well v¡ith the

experimental results of Schwob et al ll25l for tet.racene-doped anÈhracene

and those of Dresner 132] for undoped anthracene as shown in Fig. 3.5.

This also indicates that 1n most anthracene crysÈals with imperfections

the traps created by them are distributecl exponentially within the for-

bidden energy gap with l, approximately equal to 2 at room temperature.
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3.6 CONCLIJDTNG REMARKS FOR DOIIBLE INJECTION

The general expressíons for the double ínjection current-voltage

characterístics in a solid with traps uniformly and non-uníformly dis-
I

tributed ín energy have been derived using a unífíed mathematical

approach. An alternative approach using free carrier densíties insËead

of local coordinates as the independent variables has also been discussed.

The analysis techniques described in this chapter may, in principle, be

used to analyze any distribution of traps with energy since any type

of distribution can always be resolved into components to fit these

three general distribuËion functions. The computed results are in good

agreement with Ëhe experimental results for anthracene containing traps

either confined in a single discrete energy level or distributed expo-

nenËially wiËhin the forbidden energy gap. The effecË of traps on the

J-V characËerisËics cari be used as a Èoo1 Ëo determine Ëhe purity of a

crystal. However, it should be noËed that ín the derivation both the

permitËivity and the carrier rnobilit.ies have been assumed Lo be consLant.

For a more rígorous treatment these physical parameters may have to be

considered to be altered by the charge exchange in traps [107].



CHAPTER IV

THEORY OF

FILAMENTARY DOUBLE INJECTION

AND ELECTROLUMINESCENT PHENOMENA

In general, the interface between an electrode and a crystal sur-

face which is not microscopically identical from domaj-n to domain, is

never homogeneous and uniform. Thus, there must be one or more micro-

regions aË which the poËential barrier has a profíle more favourable to

carrier ínjecÈion than at other regions of the interface. Furthermore,

the crystal itself is never microscopically homogeneous and uníform.

For all these unavoidable irnperfections the current-passing through a

crystal specimen is filamentary at least from a microscopic poínt of view.

For an elecËrical field applied to the specimen longiÈudina11y, the field

will not be uníform longitudinally due to the effecË of space charge

and the current density will not be uniform radía11y due to the forma-

tion of filamentary paths. The current filaments formed in si, GaAs,

ZnTe, Gd"*Pl_* and polycrystalline Si have been observed by Barnett et

a1 [8,9].

This chapter ís tb present a theoretícal model for Ëhe filamentary

injection and to shovr that the expressions derived on the basis of this

model can explain quantitatively some important experimental aspects of

elect.roluminescence in undoped and doped anthracene crystals.

4.1 THEORY OF FILAMENTARY DOUßLE INJECTION

rn the theoretical analysls we make the forlowing assumptions:
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(í) At the voltage of or hlgher than the threshold voltage for
the onset of electrolumlnescence, there may be one or more than one fila-
ments formed between electrodes. But for mathematical símplicity we

use cylindrical coordinates and consider only one filament formed along

the z-axis whích coinci-des with the central líne joining the two circular
plane electrodes of radius rd. The whole system is symmetrical about

the z-axis.

(ii) rn the filamenË the longiËudinal component of the diffusion
current can be ignored because of the large longitudinal component of

the electric field and the radial componenË of the drift current can be

ignored because of the sma11 radial component of the electric field.
(iii¡ The free electron and hole densities foll0r¿ the Maxwell-

BolËzmann statistics, while the trapped elecËron and hole densitíes

follow the Fermí-Dirac statistics.

(iv) The rnobility of the free electrons

holesr lnr are not affected by the presence of

electric fíe1d.

r lrrr and that. of the free

Ëraps, nor by the high

(v) The treatment Ís two-dimensional with plan e at z = 0 as the

hole-injecting conËacË and thaË at z = d as the electron-ínjecting con-

tact, the specímen thickness being d.

(vi) The simply exÈrinsic (through traps) and intrÍnsÍc indírect
recombinations are equally irnportant and the recombination rate, R, con-

sists of a longitudinal component, Rr, and a radial component, R,

The behavÍour of double injection in a cyrstal is governed by the

current flow equaEions



->+->J =J +Jnnznr

+ât"+=qU n_ri +qD ^--: í (4.1)- n r. z , n dr -r
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(4.2)

(4. s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4. B)

-++->J =J +Jppzpr

+ âP. -+=nUnprFi"-eopf i,

+-'->-+-)
J=J +J -J + Jnpzt

the continuity equations

.âârr, ãã (nrr) = - Hn 5; cn¿t = R" (4.4)

on ð / ã^.r D- 1 - ôpr'. (4.5)7 a,('Til=f *('5.)=R,
and the Poisson equation

V'r=3tnr*p. nr-n.J

The densities of free electrons and holes are, respecËivery, given by

rf = N. elp[-(". EFn),/kTi

Pf = N.,,, exp[-(Enp - Ev),/kT]

where J, J, and Jn arer respectively, the tota1, electron and hole current

densities; na and pa are, respectivery, the trapped electron and Èrapped

hole densities; F is the electric fieldi e is the perrnittivity of the

crystal; D' and Dn are, respectively, the diffusion coefficients for

electrons and holes; E" and E' are, respectively, the energy levels at

conduction and valence band edges; Er. and uuo ut., respectively, quasi-
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Fermi levels for elecËrons and holes; N" and N., are, respectlvely, the

effective densities of states in the conduction and the valence bands;

q ís the elect,ronic charge; k is the Boltzmann constant; T is the abso-

lute temperature; l" and T. rtu, respectively, the unit vectors in the

directíons of z-axis and r-axj-s; and subscripts z and r refer, respectively

to z- and r-direction. To derive the expressions for the current-

voltage (I-V) characterístics it is conveníent to consider two general

cases as follows:

4"1.1 The traps confined ín a síngle díscrete energy level.

For this case the ËraP density distribuÈion function for el-ecËrons

is given by

h(E)=fl ôtn-n )n an tn' (4.e)

thus
h

n
(E) dE

t * 9n e>æ t (n - EFn) /kTl

Sirnilarly, we function for holeshave the trap densiÈy distribution

h(E)=fl 6(n-e )paptp

(4.10)

(4.11)

G.I2)

and

where H
an

and holes

8n utd 8p

electrons

Eru
fPt= 
|

J"n
L

h (E) dEp

I + 9p uxpl(Ery - E),/kT]

and Hrn are, respectively, the lrap clensitj-es for electrons

for the trap distribution function following a delta functí-on;

are' respectively, the degeneracy factors of trap stat.es for

and holes; E,, and EU are, respectively, the upper and the lower



limits of the trapping energy levels; and Ear, "rd UrO "r., respectl-vely,

electron and hole trappíng energy levels.

For sirnplícity, we íntroduce the following parameters

Pf E,

J (r) +J (r)nz pz
J +Jnzo pzo
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(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.1s)

(4.16)

(4.L7)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.2L)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

coefficient without traps,

an

nt
1+_

n_t
D

1+ L

pf
ç,O" u\o

= ---J2qKK an ap

K
ap

u,RA

ap

g=
a

v =K ul2Q.tan ap 'n\e úì"/L

*u. þo (eÆ?g-)

' "€
uuenp

2K K U Jan ap 'Ra zo

qu
nft--.a K Jan zo

qu-p
I_=_---.=-AtaJ ap zo

2
U = Cx' F' = C,/laazazo

s = ß K n- Faaantz

T =Y Ka 'a ap

,:_ (r)
L

aJ
zo

Where R is
o

tþe electron-hole recombinatÍon
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ol,

J__ is J at r = 0 (the center ofzoz
f1eld in the z-direction. Using

ln z dÍrection can be written as

the filament), and

these parameters the

F ls the electric

current densfty

thus

SubstiËuÈíon

I^l =$ +T

Assuming that the radial varíation of F

(4.6) becomes

(4.2s)

is negligible, then equation

(4 .26)

(4.27)

(4 "25) gives

(4.28)

(4.2e)

(4. 3o)

dU
_3 = ., T
dr ana -v S =0apa

a

(4.27) into equation
I,¿

a

T

of
þ""]
ationeq

S
a

l+ aP
V

an

(v /v )w
,.

r+ aP
uaa,

Equation (4.5) can be written as

Å? r.5l=(a¡-lJ )¡¿2râr\tðr/-\4zzo'a

u" d'1f t

- 

tt _A,J JI ..2zow
a

This equation indicates Èhat the radial distribution of w. is a func-

tion of z; therefore, to obtain an equation for an average profile, we

average the parameter over the specimen thickness of d. Thus, vre can

wri te

tå f.
r â âW". -l

; ar('ôr)l=1



â'r¿
a

-¿
a'

òr

which I'l^ ís the average
d

vlv
^aDan

(1+v /v \2ap' an'

value of W in
a

2K K u-ap an 'I,La

uuÊ.'p 'n

Ëhe z-direction,

uD *uD
. Pn nP

DDpn

+0

_.)
W.

a

- a!¡Ia;a' = (Àt 
'"o)

and
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(4. 31)

(4. 33)

(4 .34)

1n

(4 "32)
<F>

z

An examination of equation (4.31) shows that the solution ¡or ñ- would

approach infiníty as r approaches to zeîo. Physical realit, ."l.rrt."

a finj-te solution for all values of r, and this demands that ðñ^/ðr must

approach to zetowhen r approaches Ëo zero. Thus the term ttrlw ta,a

can be neglected, and equat.ion (4.31) reduces to

+ I:,"

2_u-*. 
=À J w2

-2 a zo adr

Using the boundary conditions

r+o I"l -+1
a

f +o I'l +0 and
a

the solution of equation (4.33) gives

dI^l
a

dr

W=
a

i- (r) = .J lr * ,\u 
t'u 

,'l -1- 
z

z zo L' t--- J r-l

Fron equations (4.24) and (4.34) the average current density over the

specimen thickness d is gfven by

(4. 3s)



and the

f=

in which

(r) rdr d0

total current

l" l''uI I '"Jo Jo

['*,*,%,u] *[r* À ¡ , -l
/a zo,k- l'rì(-6 -r ro 

I - . 
J

oé,

(4. 36)

(4.37)

= F{u.aL

v¡here J__ is the filamentary current density at the centre. rt iszo

1ike1y that the carriers are mainly injected from some asperities on the

electrode surfaces and that each of such asperities has a very small

injection area. One asperity on the cathode and Èhe other on the anode

will form a double-injection current filarnent. It is therefore reason-

able to assume that Jzo follows the normal expression for space charge

lirnited currents because the densíty of carriers diffusing away from

r = 0 would be very sma11 as compared with ËhaL at r = 0. rn equaÊion

(4.35) Jr{r) decreases abruptly \^rith increasing r indicating that J"(r)

becomes less space-charge-limited as r is increased. on the basís of

Èhis argument, Jro for this case is Ëhe same as J given by equations (3.73)

and (3.74), and for convenience, they are rewrit.ten as follows:

9
l-_"zo - I

ö
9

v2e Þeff 
F

ii,
v -I v -r -3,. ut (r - sa) aP ut^ 

_i

Þerf
I Þr, up

(r\o tul'-, +-. Its_---7-- r (r - sa) ' as.Jrl,

and V 1s the applied voltage across the elect,rodes.

(4.38)
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4.L.2 The Ëraps distrÍbuted exponentiallv within Ëhe fórbldden energv

gap.

For this case the trap density distribuÈion functions for elec-

trons and holes are, respectively,

97"

(4.3e)

(4.40)

(4.41)

H, E_E
hn(E) =¡f,u"p( Lrl)CC

H

he(E) = #
E -E

exp (-lor. )

H E-Ean , c.
fr .tçt n, ) dE

c

where T- is the characteristic constant of the trap distribution, andc

\' and %p rtu, respectively, the trap densitíes per unit energy inter-

val for electrons and holes. If T" t 1 v7e can assume thaË the elec-

tron distribution function fn(E) = 1 for - æ < E . Ur' and F (E) = 0

for E t EFrri and Ëhe hole distribution funcËion fp(E) = I for uro . E < -
and f*(E) =0 forE <E- as ifwe takeT=0. This isagoodapprox-p .r,'p

imatíon l77l particularly when T" is much larger than T. with this

assumpEÍ-on we obt.ain

Dt= f"'"
J"

v

and

Hb., {n r/N.)r/L

E t H. E -EDnv
kF-expt * I

c
E

Fp

I
pr

= n:n br/Nr)r/L

dE

(4.t+z)
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above vJe introduce the following

where 9" = T /T .
c

Followlng the same procedure as

parameters.

\'= (nr+ "rr/"r"u

\n=(nr+rrr/nrt"

lRb = n#rnn,r"

ubr, = lvnt/& tSrr),/u*

(4.43)

(4 .44)

(4.4s)

(4 .46)

(4 .47)

(4.48)

(4 .4e)

(4. s0)

(4. sr)

(4 . s2)

(4. s3)

n
.L

n unl\n r ro

^ ra 11" + ty'L" _L t -C-/JDzb.zo

n

tJ.KnFþbntz

vr.

uon = ,rnt'nr*op)/un¡

CL
.b

Ë2x¿ ."nr/L/\,,)t

I (.0 + Ð /9.) u-. r L/9'
-bþ zo

^ /9,þb = I Urrl\' t"o

Ya=

ub=

sb=

9-T, =Y, KI.)pj)p

¡ (r)
z

W
bJ

zo

p- F-f z

J (r) +J (r)r1z pz
J +Jnzo pzo

(4.s4)



Where R- is electron-hole recombination coefficient for the traps dis-
D

trlbuted exponentía11y within the forbidden energy gap. uslng these

parameters, the current density ín z-directlon can be written as

WO=SOtTO

Again, by assuming the radial

99.

(4. ss)

to be negligible, we have

(4. s6)

(4.s7)

(4. s8)

(4. se)

(4.60)

varíation of F
z

-v sL/L=obpb

dU
t)

-. 

- 
\t

dr-- 'bn
r/9"

Tu

Subs ti tutíon of equation (4.57) into equation (4.55) gives

v{.
l)

Thus

EquaËion (4.5)

v,ñ
f-:(oP)os-þv_þ bn

c-
.o r + (v. /v. )¿Dp Dn

m {von,zvor.,)[ wo
tr-b 

r. + (v. /v. )LJ)p Þn

can be wrítten as

1A
;ã; ,' #, = (B Fz-l ,u ,,I,n, ,orln

Followíng the same argurnent for obtaining equation

the differential equation for the average value of

(tr

wb

31), we

in the

can write

z-direction AS
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r LIL a"z ll- 1

B J r/e, -lL w.2/p"zo t)

^ àw-

fr c.#>] = t

100 
"

(4.61)

(4 "62)

(4. 63)

(4 .64)

^2dl4r-bI
^ 2 -;
or

in which

- 
ubo/vb.t

ö=
11 + (voo/voTJ'Tr "

= (Àu t ,:/ \ to', u
aw

b

At

/.Q,+1\ v 7'\ô,/\\U-- Y" ' --bP -An -RbWuuÊPn

UD +uD. pn nP
DD Ipn 

I

t

¡

l
ì-B,'a-ljJl.

olzro

B

;T4z

Using the same boundary conditíon" ,or solving

solution of equation (4.61) gives

z+ 9.

From equation (4.54) we have

.rr(r) = J"oWb

and the toÈal current

I=2nJ exp t-iro.llo)ärl r dr

equation (4.33) , the

for ,l-= 2

r<1,<2

9,>2

w.
.b

= expl-tÀo ,].or\ , l
Àot29"

for

r/9-
zo= f '* 

(+5(
-- t1t/ L \-

Itz-¿rlT I./J
for

and

," 
J"'

for9"=2
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rdr
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(4.6s)

=2J

nu-t u"r, tffil'o + I tffir

0 + (#r r#, ,,o\u,l2e'/ (2-L)

g ut*t

forl<9,<2

and9">2

where J-^ for this case ís same as J given by equatíons (3.102) andzo

(3.103) and for convenience, they are rewritten as follows:

l_u-
zo

and
I

tl-eff

uzt" 
+ r (4.66)

9"
ub.,t(.t+ Ð/(2L+1.-'Q'+i 9" 9')l þ* uon

.t*i t# ,) lvbnsb $"-L) /9"+vrrn (r-so) (¿-r)

{

{rl

sol leJiso

*rrp( ,- r"jn-'y"11lso'/t ( t - sb{']- !"0 }'*'

/L ù1", ,ru r, -
, ?-!'2 a 1expt --;--

g,t-L tv. s. (L-r) /L
bnb

(4 " ot)

As the uniform disËribution of traps is unlikely to occur in a

crystal, we shall not analyze this case. The above theory of filamentary

double injection will be used as the basis for the developmenË of the

theory of electroluminescence.

4.2 ELECTRoLUMTNESCENcE rN MoLECULAR cRysrALS DtiE To DouBLE TNJECTToN

It Ís likely that multiple current filaments

exist between two paralleled plane electrodes. For

always consÍder that within a domain of radius rU is

current filament and that the total current between

may be expressed as

may simultaneously

such a case \{e can

enclosed only one

the plane electrodes
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rT = r.lo*aín 1* rdo*.ir, z+"""

_r_L
n

=HI

This means that the total current can be represented by the current ín

one domain I multíplied by a constant H. rh; f
rt should be noted thar when t+*l td << 1 for rhe rraps con-

fined in a single dj.screte energy level or when (ÀbJzo)'Td << 1 for the

traps distributed exponenËially within the forbidden energy gap,
)I = (r rl) .l-^ This implies that the current is uníformly dístributedcl' zo

wíthin the area , t? ororidedd . that rd is chosen smal1 enough to satisfy

this condition.

rn molecular crysËals, for example, in undoped and doped anthra-

cene, both the electron and hole mobilities are generally small [69,80,

100], and Èhe recombinatj-on rate constant is large 154194,13g], resulËing

in a small space charge overlap. Thus, the símultaneous injection of

electrons and holes from the contacting electrodes viiIl produce two-

carrier space charge limited currents rsithin the filament, and lead Eo

electroluminescence when tvTo types of carriers meet and recombine radia-

tively. Using undoped anthracene crystals (supplied by Harshaw Chenical

company) cleaved along a-b plane with a pair of double-injection elec-

trodes (Ag as anode and Na and anthracene in tetrahydrofuran as cathode)

of 3 mm in díameter, r^/e- have measured the electroluminescent brightness

as a function of current, applied electric voltage and temperature; and

the results will be presented ín sections 4.2.r to 4.2.3. we have also

found that electroluminescence occurs first within a single filament and

the brlghtness decreases with increaslng distance from the centre of the
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of the fllament manner simllar to the variatlon of. J.(r) with r in

equatíons (4.35) or (4.36) and that as the voltage is increased, multiple-

filaments are observed, and the elecËrolumfnescent brightness íncreases.

since Ëhe normal parallel plane electrodes have sharp edges, the fila-

ments are generally formed near the edges because the field is higher

there. some investigators [170] have used carbon fÍbres of 0.01 - 0.r p

in diameter as injecting electrodes possibly because Ëhe 1ocal field aË

the tips of such fibres is very high so as Ëo enable carrier Ín.j ection

there.

After the onset of electroluminescence ín a molecular crystal with

a fixed emission spectrum, the electroluminescenË brightness is governed

by the external quanËum efficiency [15], nO gíven by

rl = n. nqac = rì . nl-nE e

efficiency which is

to the total current;

carriers, then

(4.68)

the ratio of the

and íf r¡re assume

where n- is the carrÍer injection
l_

current due to minority carriers

J_ is the current due to minorityfI

J
nn=-''i J +J 'nP

(4 .6e)

t, is the líght generation efficiency; nint = tí tg is the internal

quantum efficiency which is a function of the total current density and

temperature of the electroluminescence specimen; and l" is the light

extracti-on efficiency which is defined as the ratio of power loss due to

the light transmission within the electroluminescence specimen to the

total povJer losses which consisÈ of both the losses in the bulk and on

the surface, and can be consj-dered to be fixed for a given specimen.
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For double injection the recombination of the lnjected electrons

with the injected holes at the recombination centers l94rI27] will yÍe1d

singler and trÍplet excitons. IÈ ís generally accepted that the singlet

excitons proclucing fluorescence are partly generated directly by elec-

tron-hole recombination and partly generated indirectly by triplet-

tríplet recombination in pairs accordÍng to the following relation [51,54] "

20(e + h) * s[t]ur, + 15[T ]

+ 5[S]ur. * 3[r]ir,¿

where e and h represent, respectively, the electron and hole; [SìUr, ana

Is]irr¿ represenE' respectively, the singlet excitons produced by the

direct and the índirect Processes; and IT] represents the triplet excitons.

rt is the efficiency of generaring lsJur,' and ls]irra and their subsequenr

population in the cryst.al, which govern the electroluminescent intensity;
but the Ëhreshold voltage j-s mainly governed by 1oca1 fíeld effects on

the electrode surfaces. Since there is a great díffererr"" irr/fifetime
i

between the síng1et and the triplet exciËons in molecular crystals (for

example, they are 10-B sec and. 10-2 sec, respecËively, in anthracene);

Ëhe Ëota1 electroluminescence 
"on"i-"å:of 

prornpt electroluminescence due

to It]¿r, and delayed electrolumínescence due to It]i.r¿, aìid exhibits time

constants corresPonding to both of these decays. But in the steady state

of electroluminescence is the combination of these two.

To develop a time dependent equation for excitons and hence for

electroluminescence, vre make the following assumptions.

(i) Singlet and trfplet excitons generated due to

of injected electrons and holes have the generation rates

respectÍve1y 
"

the recombínation

G, and G, ,



(1í) Stnglet

cons talrts a, and ß,

photons; and o, and

of phonons.
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and trlplet excitons have, respectively, the rate

for the radiative transitlon rqíth the emissÍon of

ß. for the non-radj.aÈÍve Eransitlon with the emj-ssion
¿

aÈ the

G t res-

>> kT and that the

ignored, the rate

the elecEron-ho1e

(iii) Singlet and tríplet excitons may relax into

levels AEa lower in energy v¡ith the raËe constants oHG t

pect iv e1y .

E t
be

by

Ëraps

nd ß,

(iv) Trapped excitons may be thermally detrapped, and then decay

radiatively wiLh the rate constants cla, and ßa' and non-radiatively with

the rate constant aa, and Br, for singlet and triplet excitons, respec-

tively.

(v) The ef fectí','e rate c.onstant f or trir:let-tript et annihilaÈion

is Y, and that for triplet-Èrapped annihilation is yC

(vi) Excitons may be depopulated by the interactions between excitons

and charge carriers or between excitons and surface staËes. But. ín the

fo11owÍng analysis v/e assumed that the effect of these ínteractíons is

small tlfO] and can be neglected.

4.2.L current dependence of electroluminescent intensity.

(i) Prompt electroluminescence:

(a) Undoped c rvstals

On the assumption that in the deep traps Â

intersysletn crossing into the tripleÈ states can

equations for singlet-excítons generated directly

recombinaLion may be wrÍtEen [5,173] as

S
(o, + cr) [t]¿r, - oHG[t.]or. - Kslsldir (4.70)
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d ls^l ,.t, cl1r (4 "7 r)dt %c [t]ur. - (oar_ - ocz) [ta]ur,

where tS] and [SC] represent, respectively, the free and trapped sing-

let exciton; and I(" ís the carrier-singlet excj-ton reaction rate. In

the deep trap case oHC i" larger than K, so that the last term in equa-

tíon (4.70) may be neglected. In the steady state

d[sc] air/dt = d[sc]o.r/dt = 0, and thus from equations (4.70) and (4.71)

we obtain

IS].,o_rr

G

*l*o2 oo'n"/o"

where Go is the number,of singlet
b

per unit time, and can be written

exciËons per unit volume generated

as [51,54]

(4 .7 2)

(4.7 3)

(4 .7 4)

S J(r)szG^= oÀ.S

oI*o2+K(Ns)

lsi .. r d0 dz droar

2ttq d

t--J-l r
ct^'s

in which À" is the díffusion length of Lhe singlet exciton, and g" is the

fraction of electron-hole pairs that produces the singlet-excitons

immedíaËely after recombinatÍon, and it is approximately equal to 7/4

for anthracene [51,54]. Thus the internal-quantum efficiency can be

written as

n. = ct -rnt t f"'1" I
ctt

where

K(Ns) = t,"/o" (4.7 s)



The bríghtness of Lhe prompt elecl-rolumÍnescence, B, is propor-

tional to n If r^¡e assume n is a constant, then B is lirlearly propor-qe
tional Eo the total current I.

Ban. nant e

=btr

where b, is a constant.

(4 "7 6)

(b) Doped crystals

In general, the doped guest molecules tend to quench the host

molecular fluorescence and to emit the guest molecular fluorescence. 0f

course, the quantum yield of guest molecular fluorescence depends on the

dopant concentration. Forexample, an anthracene crystal doped lvith

1 pput of tetracene will emit green light from tetracene instead of blue

liglrt from anthracene. The rate equations (4.70) and (4.7L) can be used

for doped crystals. Thus in the steady staËe r^¡e have

Is l.. = , þt . 
G" 

(4.77)'"c'dir (oat * oaz) (or + or+ fir/o")

\ . In this case oHG based on thehoppingmodel can be defined 1142,7731 as

o___ = -L (4.7s)HG th"

where Ca is the dopant (guest molecule) concentratíon, and tn" ís the
.:

singlet excitonhoppíngtime. Following the same procedure, the internal

quantum efficj-ency for doped crystal can be written as

n1,,. = (*u".") çr"þ"-J ,ff, 1 ( 4'7s)
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!,/here K is definecl as the energy transfer constant for singlet excitonsES

[173], and is given by

*G1

es ol(ocl * oc2)th" (4. Bo)

Thus, the brightness of the prompt. electroluminescence ís also linearly

proportional to I

ndon9 nl-nt e

= b2r

where b, is a constant.

(ii) Delayed electrolumínescence:

The rate equatíons for the free triplet tT] and trapped triplet

[TC] excitons and those for free singlet [S]irr¿ and trapped singlet

Ita]r_rru created indirectly by triplet-Ëriplet annihilation are gi-ven by

+P= Gr- (ßr+ ßr) Irì -ß"otrt -yctrtircl -yirl'-*r[r] (4.a2¡
dIT ]'G--Rfr¡l--tQt(2\rmr

dr - '.Hcrrr - (ß", + ßc2) ITcl - yctTl lrcl

(4. 81)

(4. B3)

dIS]"ind L -, 2

Ë = ; fTtrl- _ (or n cr2) [s].nd _ *" i r]rno G.a+)

u [t"] inu f -'
- 

= ; r Ygirl [t"]. - (o"r * ocz) [t"]ina (4.85)

where f and fr are, respectivery, Èhe fractions of t.riplet-triplet and

triplet-tiappea triplet anníhilations wl-rich create singlet excitons, and

the value of f and fr is approximately 0.4 for anthracene; Kr is the

carrier-trÍplet excíton reactlon rate; and G, is the number of triplet
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excitons per unl-t volume generaÈed per unlt time and Ít Ís glven t54] by

grJ" (r)
Gr= 9Àt (4 

" 86)

in which À, is the diffusion length of the triplet exciÈon, and g, is

Èhe fracÈion of electron-hole pairs that produces Ëhe triplet excitons

after recombination, and it is approximately equal to 3/4 for anthracene.

rt should be noted that in equations G.ez¡ and (4.84) y Ís rhe effec-

ËÍve overall rate constant for bimolecular triplet-tripleË annihilation

which includes the probability of producing tT] frour this process 116r].

rn the deep trap case Èhe last terms of equations (4.82) and (4.84) are

very small and can be neglected and in rhe sready srare qÏ = 
ujlt'

= 
u[t]rrru 

- 
d[sa]in¿ 

- ,., rratr¡r,ay +a ^^1--^ +L^ ^^---1 ^t ^---^L: -_-dt d-- = U . However, to solve the coupLed equatíons

(4,82) - (4.85), we have to make some approximations. rr Ís therefore

convenient Ëo treat this problem for two cases as follows:

(1) Low injectíon (or 1ow current) case

In this case r,re can assume Ëhat the monomolecular decay is domi-

nant and rherefore [e, + ß2) tT] >> y[T]2 
^nd [ßCf * ßc2) [Tc]>>yc[T] [Tc]

For undoped crystals:

From equatíons (4"82) and (4"84) we have

and

[T] =

tç* 
=r 

lrl2

ør/ø.\,
q+q=ç'r,(r)

quantum efflciency f-s

Isl .rncl
fY
2 (4 "87)

Thus, the fnternal

(4 
" 88)



oi.,r = "r i"" I [tir.,u r Odz dr
f"'

110.

(4. Be)

(4. e0)

a constant, then the

can be written as

lirrt lu

f'oo' 
.J.

quench

(4. B5)

Is^1. - =G l-nct
' 

(o"a * o"r)
and

ß-^
ITI=/¡ru.'cr = rq¡41) rrl

tsased on thellepping model Bnc is given by lLh2,L73l

B - ¡ t*
HG - tct thr

wt¡ere ,lrT i" the trJplet excitonhoppirrg time.

(4. e1)

(4.e2)

= Y'ç*;' (o;;fi;ç.r 2 tsr/t\r)2 z,,a l: 't( 
r)dr

If we assume n is'e

electrolumines cence

Bcr

t2G> dr

where b^ is a constant.
3

For doped crystals:

In this case the guest molecules tend Ëo

cular fluorescence. From equations (4.83) and

r Y. Irl lrcl

brighÈness of the delayed

the host mole-

we have

Thus, from equations

(4. e3)
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(4.88), (4.91) and (4.g2) the internal quantum efficiency for the doped

crystals can be wrltten as

nï1. = (r*fc) "'(.) 
ut

z (4.e4)

triplet excitons [173]

(4.e5)

(4.e6)

rEJ
)

_t
l1-

%r

0.', 
1to,;!r,Ç+Ç)2 tsr/t\r)2 zna

where KuT i" the energy transfer constant for

and is given by

fY
Ker= t;fl I ot (oet * o"z)

o"t (or- * oz)

Therefore, the

wrítten as

e

t|,e> dr

brightness of the delayed electrolumínescence can be

Bd
dü n.
I ntî

,|"'

where bO is a constant.

(2) I{igh injection (or high currenr) case

In this case lre can assume that the binolecular decay is doni-

nant and therefore (ß, + ß2)tTl <<ylTl2. und (ßcr * Êc2)[Tc] <<yclTJITcl.

For undoped crystals:

By assuming that Ita]r'o is neglígibly sma11, Èhen from equations

(4.82) and (4.85) and in rhe sready srare, we obrain

= br,

tsl.
.]-nd =fY

2 TT] 
2

and

(4.e7)



o J,(r)Y.tnru
o = jl*-t^ 

I
Q Àr 'cc

Since 0 >> I for undoped crystals, we have

- .2 t 9r Jz(t)
¡mt , øÀr

From Eqs- (4.9+) and (4.100) we obrain

12, fd f.¿
n. =e- I I I tr:.-rdodzdrrnt t .J" .J" .1" '-'ind

where b, is a constant.

For dope<i crystals:
From equations (4.82) - (4.85) and in the steady srate we have

,^,2 I st J"(r) ,L + 20 + /l + so.
tr J t eo,

B c< n. n]-nt' e

=b-I5

ç| ß"^It"li.,u=i 
Çfï/ Irl

ß

trl=#tr+/T+Jo'l

where

II2.

(4. e8)

(4.ee)

(4.100)

(4.102)

(4.103) .

= ÍI r 
ot 

lrl þ, 2rd r (4.101)- 2 'or- * or' ', gÀ,

and thus the brightness of the delayed el-ectrol-urninescence becomes

and

(4.roa¡



rrr = f- t*þ 
gt 'ra(r) 

(4.10s)ll 'Bl"' e À'

From equations (4.103) and (4.105) we have

113 .

Since e << I for doped crystals, we have

d =r'y\ 
o"Ì ,nr,\ínt = -i 

----ì7 
(ãT) 2'nð' r (4"106)

and thus tne brightness of the delayed electroluminescence is

sd* n9 nInt' e

=b- I
b

(4 "L07)

where b. is a constant.
o

In the steady state the brightness of electroluminescence is

the sum of the brightness of prompt and delayed electroluminescence.

Thus the brightness as a function of current can be deduced as follows.

(1) Low injection case

For undoped crystals:

(4. 108)
o

For doped crystals:

(4. 10e)

(2) High injection case

For undopecl crystaþ:

(ta 2B = þ_ I + b^ | J_ tr) crr-T I JJ z

rtd"
"T 

= b2 r + b4 
)otr' 

(r) dr

tsT=blI+b5I (4.110)
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For doped crystaLs:

BT=b2I+b6I (4.111)

In general, for the high injecEion case the electroluminescent

bríghtness is directly proportional to current according Ëo equations

(4.110) and (4.111), and Èhis theoretícal prediction agrees well v¡ith

all presently available experimenÈal resulÈs as shornm in Fig. 4.L.

For the low injection case, the B, vs I relaÈionship becomes non-linear

according to equations (4.108) and (4.109). If b3 r bt or bO , bZ,

B, becomes proportional to T2. Some experimental results following this

square law are also shornm ín Fig. 4.1. For doped crystals, the presence

of guest molecules quenches Ëhe host molecular fluorescence and exhibits

the guest. molecular fluorescence. But it should be noËed thaË the

electrolumÍnescence yield from host and guest molecules changes wiËh current

and that the relatíve transfer of excitaËion energy from host to guest,

molecules d.ecreases with íncreasing current t175]. schwob et al ÍL24,

175] have reported that under the low Ínjection condition the tetracene

fluorescence in tetracene-doped anthracene is doninant and the elecÈro-

luminescent brightness is a function of dopant concentration. This

is expected on the basÍs of equarions (4.79), (4.9h) and (4.109). rr
is possible that the bríghtness increases wiËh increasing dopant con-

centratÍon because under such a conditÍon most reconbinations occur in

traps' Howeverr as the current increases, the ratio of carriers being

ËraPped by the guest to free carrÍers decreases, and so does the relative
yield of guest flourescence. Therefore, for the high injection case the host

flourescence of the tetracene-doped anthracene becomes dominant and its brightness
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increases to approximately llnearly wlth current lI24,I7sl as expected

from equations (4.79), (4I.106) and (4.111).

4.2"2 Voltage dependence of elecLroluminescent intensitv.

From equations (4.36), (4. 65) and (4 
" 108) - (+ .111) , \.¿e can

easily deduce the relationship of electroluminescent brightness with the

applied voltage. In the following we consider Ë\^ro types of trap dis-

tribution under high ínjection condition.

(i) The traps ccnfined in a sinsle discrete enersv 1eve1:

Substituting equatíon (4.37) into equation (4.36) and rhen into

equation (4.11f) and expanding ít, we obtaín

(ií) The traps distributed exponentially rvithin the forbidden

.93gr8y-_g-cP.:

Substituting equation (4.66) into equation (4.65) and rhen Ínro

equation (4.110), and expanding it, we obÈain

B-: A t (r+ v 2

-r . d, 
'al 

þr, 
* ^2 \ I (4 'LLz)

where A.=(b2+b6) tå.uerr) nru'

.T.r=- +,*,* (åru.rr,!.u
ì

- -3 , a' q 2uz=l ( .) ( á rUuff ) ru

Sínce ru is smatl , l^zl . I a, | .1



. vg*lBr = A¡-1.q,*r
¿

,r3t\ 
þ 

(r+r.,

,(9"+t) /r-.ç,
(.0+

?..c.+'l

._f ,(l
t </-<

II7.

(4.113)

I ),f

F-,
t9" 29"+r

,_îî_d

for g!>

v3/ z

uvz

for

br!-

2, or

)

9,=2

2

v3/ 
q

uVa 
* b2z

where

\=(bt+bs)nu-tuår, .9"e9"2( ¿+r ) nru

,e. l!.e. ,:#,r,u

29"+I .9.+r
9"+I t

br.s=- 3 [n¿-tu.r,,1;f ,n*t( LL

!,;T

b2L = t l¿-t u.r, r {if I

[ ø u.r,

( ffi )L lr/L ( 

"*) 
r¿

2e
3

(åf
3

\2 1L/4 _I/2t J -z\r f .Þo
'h"tz -

orr= I I t u.r, , å,t ( )2 lL -,\ t'
Ud

since rd is smatt, lornl<llrnl.r and lorrlrltrrl.r.

It is generally expeeted 157,1I4,120,1511 rhar in doped crysrals,

such as tetracene doped in anthracene, the traps are created mainly by

dopants, and are more likely to be confined in a single discrete energy

level; and that in undoped crystals the traps may be the combination

of the traps created by unavoiclable impurities confined in single dis-

crete energy levels, together with Ëraps created by structural defects

distribured exponentially in energy. FÍgure 4.2 shorvs the experimental

results of the electroluminescent brightness as a function of applied

voltage for undoped anthracene at room temperature. In thÍs case lt is

)3 (

2e
3
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reasonable to assume that at voltages higher than the threshold voltage

for the onset of electroluminescence most of exponentially distributed

deep traps have been fil1ed up and ontry shallow traps with single discrete

energy levels left are <iominant in the concluction process. Using the

following parameters for our undoped. anthracene sample: e = 3.2 * 10-11

-1 ) -1 -l o -lF m'; d = 1 mm, Ueff = 0.1 Cm'V-'"."-t, and À, = 10v e-t; and assuming

td = 0.1 mm, v¡e have calculated the B, vs V curve based on equation (4.113).

IË can be seen that the experimental results agree well with the theory.

since B, is proportional to r, equarion (4.Lr2) and (4.113) explain also

why current ís noL inversely proportional to d,2L*L for crystals in which

the exponential deep traps are dominant [170] and not inversely propor-

tional to d3 for crystals ín which the discreËe shallow traps are dominant.

[125]. I.ie have mentioned in section 4"1.1 that Jr{t) would be space-

charge-limited only when t 
"nn.o""hes to zero and. become less space-charge-

limíted at larger r. If this is the case, the normally measured current

density calculated by díviding the total measured current with the com-

plete electrode area would not follow the normal expression for the space-

charge limiÈed currents, and this is Èhe main reason why the measured

current Ís not proporËional to d-(2'c'+1) or to d-3. since the current

density at r = 0 is much larger than Ehe normally measured average current

density, any calculat.ions involving carrier densíties, for example, the

magnitude of the carrier-exciton interaction terms in equations ,(4.82)

(4.85), should talce into account the effect of the non-uniformity of the

current density distribution over the el-ectrode area.
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4,2"3 TemÞerature clependence of electroluminescent intensítv.

Flg. 4.3 shows that the electroluminescenÈ bríghtness of undoped

anthracene increases wítlt increasing temperature, reaches a certaín

peak value and then decreases wit.h increasing temperature. This pheno-

menon has also been observed usÍng a pair of síngle ínjectíon silver

electrodes. This phenomenon may be explained in terms of three pro-

cesses: (a) exciton-trapped exciton interactions 152,90,130,133,134,140],

(b) exciton-carrj-er interactions [38,39,47r53,L23rL60-I62], and (c)

exciton-surface state interactions 165172195,110,115], which control

the elecÈroluminescent inÈensity and are temperature-dependent. It has

been reported 165r97 r155] that the surface states at the interface

between the contacting electrode and the anthracene crysÈa1 quenches

singlet excÍtons and that the quenching rate decreases with increasing

temPerature. However, Ëhe effect. of surface states may be very small [111]

as compared with those of processes (a) and (b), and therefore we Í-gnore

the process (c) for the present discussions.

If ¡ve define the temperature for the peak electroluminescenÈ

brightness as the brightness characteristic temperature TO, then it is

possíble that for temperatures lower than TO the process (a) ís dominant,

and for temperature higher than To Ëhe process (b) becomes important.

The physical meaning of TO can be thought of as the characteristíc temp-

erature of these Processes, at which the singlet exciton-attempt-escape

frequency Ís equal to the carrÍer-singlet exciton reaction rate

V exp
E. tr(-)=K=ZN-kt¡sT

Eti/u

ln [v/zNrì
Tl, =

(4. 114)
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rvhere Eai 1" the trapped slnglet exclton energy measured from Èhe sing-

l-et-exciton energy level, v is the slnglet-excfton-escape frequency

factor, K" and Z are, respectively, Lhe rate and the raÈe consÈant of

carríer-singlet exciton reactions. In anÈhracene it is generally accepted

that the thermal velociÈy of carriers u is larger than that of singlet

excÍtons v. If this is the case, K" may be wrítten [160] as

K" = NT (1-or) ov * N, 0. o (u*v'/tu¡

= ZNr c¿. risl

vrhere N, is the total carrier density (electrons and holes); 0a is the

ratio of free carrier density to the total carrier density which includes

both free and trapped carriers, and o is the reaction cross section

between a carríer and an exciton. The semi-logarithrnic plot of B, vs

1/T fron the dat,a given in Fig. 4.3 for the temperature range frorn -20oC

to 40oc gives an activatÍon energy Eai of 0.21 ev. using this value

tot uar, the value lgTJ of LO7 """-1 for ü and rhe value t1231 of 10-8

"r3 """-1 for K" and assuming N, to be 3 * 1011 "r-3 
(thÍs value is of

the same order of that used by oÈher investigators [160,161]) To has

been estimated to be about 313oK (or 40'c) v¡hich is Ín good agreement

with experi.ment" rE should be noted that the aveïage value of 313'K

for TO was calculated usíng the average value of N, which v¡as determined

and used by other investigators [160r161], assuming an average carrier

dlstribution over Lhe cornpleÇe elecËrode area. ThÍs value of TO should

correspond to our measured peak vaLue of B, because v¡e measured only the

total elect.roluminescent brfghtness over the conplete electrode area.

slnce J"o ir the flLament is much J-arger than 5"(r) at r > 0, we can
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expect that N, inside the filament at r = 0'may be several orders of

magnitude larger than the average value of N, and also To at r = 0 would

be much larger than the average value of TO.

For temperatures lower than To and within the range from -20oc

to 40oC, the brightness increases rvith increasing current and this has

been disrcussed in secEion 4.2.r. since B, is proportional to r for the

high injection case' the temperature dependence of B, can be explaíned in

terms of the temperature dependence of I. By assuming lt"Olrrlnrrrl
and In"-E.rrl = ltro-u.,rl = E. for simplicity, reff in equarion (4.112)

may be written as

ìr : u'' . un
Feff *.r, *.n

UN E'n c t
=; H- exp ( - * )

-nan T

U-N- E^-E- E,,nc-cs-
,_"f exr I- Ël "*p I- +å i-n an

E--
-c exp t- ìË I C4.116)

where E- is the singlet exciton energy level measured from the conduc-s

tion band edge. Substitution of equation (4.116) into (4.112) gives

?)
Br=Ao 

5 
(1+ar 

þ,, 
*^2 

þl

= (bz+bu) (å eUefr) nra2 4
d

E

D exp t- + I (4.rL7)

in whicir I .f I ancl I u2 I are much less ttran 1. Equation (4. 1.17) explains
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the tèmperature dependence of B, for temperatures below TO

For temperat.ures hÍgher than TO the bríghtness decreases thougl-r

the current sti11 increases v¡íth increasíng temperaEure, and the electro-

luminescence disappears at a certain temperature depencling on the

applied voltage. It has been experimentally observed that the inter-

action of singlet excitons [160] or of triplet excitons t161] with charge

carrier quenches the fluorescence. The change of temperature may noË

affect very much the carrier injecÈion from the electrodes but it would

affect the value of 0a. For undoped anthracene crystals the brightness

as a function of temperature for t t tb can be written as

[brt ] r¡
r-

[¡. / o"_' (r) dr ]- 3' zoTb

", (r) =

I+ or- *o2

for low injection, and

K
I t + -s I

1*d2'

K

r r+trü%r+ ç (N=)

[¡rr ]
T¡

[¡sr ]
T¡

(4.118)

(4. r1e)

r (r)

Ir+
cr, l+,ct 2+ K(Ns )

f or high injectj-on, where lbft], ,
'b

are defined in equations (4.76), (4

T¡ The values of K"/ [a r+or+K(N")

generally increase wiEh increasing

and (4.1f9) explains the phenomenon

K
[t+ s 

I' d, l_ +02, J

r,
tn, IoÍ" (r) dr]

o-T¡
and [b.I ]

"n
.90) and (4.I02) but at temperature

L K"/ (cr 
,+o r) and Kr/ (ß 

,+ßr+Ona)

temperature. Thus, equations (4.1f8)

shown in Fig. 4.3 for T > tb
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4.3 ELECTROLIIMTNESCENCE IN ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS DUE TO FIELD ENHANCED INJIÌCTION

As has been mentioned fn Sect.ion 4.2, electroluminescence has been

observed in anthracene eíther wl-th double-lnjectíon 132r33,51,167r168] or with

fielc enhanced injection [17r109r168r176] electrodes. rn this section

rte rePort some nerit phenomena in anthracene cryst.als cleaved along Èhe a-b

plane wlth vacuum-deposited silver 1321104] on both opposi.te surfaces as

el-ecËrodes.

(1) Electroluminescenee a1-ways appears first at the edges of boËh

electrodes írrespective of electrode geomeËïy and arrangement indícating

that eLeetroluminescence Ís associated with field-induced minority e1-ec-

trons in the high field regÍons since síLver eLectrodes ínjecË on1_y

holes at l-ow fieLds.

(2) The voltage to m¡intain the self-sustaining el-ectrol-uminescence

after lts onset ís much smaller than the threshold voltage for iis onset

vth. For exampt., uan for a specimen of 0.5 urm ín thíckness at 20oc is
1.4 kV' while Ëhe minimum voltage required to mainËain the el-ectrolumine-

scence is 0.6 kVrthough the light brightness ín thls case is very small.

The brÍghtness increases with increasing applied voltage buË ÍË becomes

Practícally independent of applied voltage for voltages between 0.6 and

0.9 kv.

(3) The specËrum of the electrol-uminescence ranges from 4r050 to

5'150 Â., which is close to that obtained with doubl-e-injection el-ectrodes

[33].

(4) The brightness increases wlth Lncreaslng current; and by

adJusting the voltage to rnaLntain a constant current, 1t, 1s then f.ndepen-

dent of temperature for, at 1-east, t,emperatures between -20oc and 20oc.



(5) The temperat,ure dependence

current voltage (J-V) characterisÈ,lcs

of

1n

126.

ln Fig . 4.4 and the

dashed lfnes

V - ls shor,mth
Flg. 4.5, the

lndicatlng the values of Vrn.
1(6) For voltages below Vth, J 1s proportional to V' following

the relation for Ëhe single ínjecËion 1nËo a solid containing hol-e-traps

in a discrete energy level- t75 l. The J - L/T plot for y=2.0 kV gíves

an activation energy E""t of 0.56 ev which can be lnt,erpreted as this

discrete energy level. For voltage above vth, J is proportional to vn

wj Ëh n > 6 implying that the large current, may be assocíated with the

field-índuced electrons and Ëhe release of trapped carriers due to the

re-absorption of electroh¡minescence. Eact for V t Vth tends to decrease

wíth íncreasing V, and such a change ir E".t may be aËtributed Ëo the

effect of the re-absorption of elect.rolumínescence.

(7) The brighËness is temperature-dependenË and the elecËrolumi-

nescence dísappears at. a certain ÈemperaËure depending on the applied

voltage as shorn¡n in Fig. 4.4.

(B) Vth i" affected by the on-and-off tíme" For example, VËh

for the first onset is 1.4 kV. If now the voltage source ís switched

off and then immedíately switched on again, Vth is reduced to 1.0 kV.

BuË íf the s¡vitch-off time is 1-onger than 30 minutes, Vth would go back

to 1.4 kV.

We believe that. the supply of mlnority electrons for the formation

of singlet excltons is from the t,unneling process through the so called

"blocking contact' at high fields [ 74] rather than from the impact ioni-

zation avalanches [176] for tvro reasons. Firstly, we have found experi-

mentally that Vth for samples with Ag electrodes is different from those
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Fig. 4.42 Electroluminescent brightness (4, B and c curves) and d.c.
threshold volÈage for the onset of electroluminescence
(D curve) as functions of temperature.

' A---Sample No.: 9; Sarnple thickness: 0.81 mm; Eleerrod.e
diaueter: 1.6 nm; Applíed d.c. voltage: 3.0 kV.

B---Sample No.: 4; Sample thickness: 0.6 mm; Electrode
dfameter: 1.4 uun; Applied d.c. voltage: 2.0 kV.

C---Sa¡ne sample as B but wlth applled d.c. voltage of 1.6 kV.

Þ--Sample No": 31; Sanpld thickness: 0.90 mm; Elecrrode
dlameÈer: L.6 mm.
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for the same specimen thl-ckness wlth rn or A1 electrodes. secondly,

tt is unlikely thaÈ electrons, .lr"r,tfrlraf1ab1e, can gain energy of the

order of 4 eV from the field rt Vth to fonize anthracene molecules.

(thus, the so-called single injection electrodes would become double

injection electrodes near the threshold voltage for the onset of electro-

luminescence.) The temperature dependence results can be explained in

terms of the following three processes: (a) exciton-trapped exciton

interactions [52,133], (b) carrier-exciton interacríon [39r53,160,161],

and (c) exciton-surface state interactions 165r97,115]. fn general, the

effect of process (c) is very srnal-l [110]. The detailed discussion has

been given in Section 4"2.

4.4 CONCLUDING RTMARK

The general expressions for the filamentary double injection

current-voltage charact.eristícs in a molecular crystal with Ëraps con-

fíned in a single discrete energy leve1 and distributed exponentially

within the forbidden energy gap have been derived usíng a unified math-

emaEical approach. 0n the basis of this model the brÍghtness of electro-

luminescence as a funcËion of applied electric fie1d, current density

and temperature has al-so been derived, and the computed results are in

good agreement with the experimental results for undoped anthracene and

anthracene doped wíth tetracene. The current-voltage characteristics

can be used as a tool to determine the trap dist.ribution and hence the

purity of a crystal, and the electroluminescent brightness distríbution

to study the current filaments.



CTiAPTER V

PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT IN

O RGAN I C S EIUI C ON D U CTO RS

Since the photovoltaÍc effect has neither been systematically

studied experimentally nor rigorously analyzed theoretically for organic

semíconductors, we shall :rresent a general theoretical formulation for

Èhe photovoltaic effect ir: organic semiconductors in this chapter, taking

into account the effects of traps and local charge rion-neutrality.

Analytical expressions will be derived for the photovoltage for the fol-

lowing cases: (1) local charge neutrarÍty with traps and (2) local

charge non-neut.raliËy without traps. These urodels will be used to

explain quantitatively some presently available experimental resulËs

in organíc semiconductors

5.1 THEORY OF THE PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT

In the theoretical analysis rve make the following assumptions:

(1) The mobilities of photo-generated excess electrons and holes are

not affected by the presence of traps nor are they affected by the

líght intensity or the concentration of excess electrons Ân and

excess holes Ap.

(2) The excess electrons and holes recombÍne in Ehe bulk and at the sur-

faces of the crystal, and their lifetimes are constant.

(3) The treatment is one-dimensional with the plane at x = o as the

front surface electrode (or as the illuminated surface) and that at

x = d as the back surface electrode, the elecÈ.rode area befng one

unit and the spssfmen thickness being cl.
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(4) The photovoltage is produced under ù. op.n-circuit condiÈioni and

then under ÈhiË conditionç the sum of the electron current flow J'

and the hole current flow J ís zero.
P

(5) The light intensity is smal1 such that the excess carrier densí-

tíes An (for electrons) and Âp (for holes) are much smaller than the

equilíbrium carrier density no (for electrons before illuminaËion)

and po (for holes before illumínation), respectively. Thus, small

sígnal Èheory can be applíed.

We shal1 deal with the photovoltaic effect under steady state

conditions. The behaviour of the excess electrons and holes generated

by photons in a semíconductor is governed by the current flow equations

dAn -
J =qun-F*oD -=Jn ''n t ' n dx

P=quppfF-qOr+

(s.1)

(5.2)

(s.3)

(s.4)

(s.5)

(s.6)

=J +J =Qn

the contínuíty equations;

-(ri q) (dJ,r/dx) = eo(x)

(1/c) (dJn/dx) = e6(x)

and the Poissonfs equatÍon

dF/dx = (q/e) [¡p-nn]

An=n-n =An

an/tn

Lp/r-p

* An, (s.7)

(s.8)

ín which

Ap=p-po=Apa*Äp,
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&r - lt t (s.e)

(s.10)

(s. rl)

(s.12)

onr=nr-

to

Pto

An- = n- - n-TÏto

onf=Pf-Pro

where n and p are, respectively, the total electron and hole densities

n, and p, are, respectively, the trapped electron ancl trapped hole den-

sítiesi rËo and pao are, respectively, Ëhe trapped electron and t.rapped

hore densiËies in thermal equilibríum without light illuminatíon; n,

and p, are, respectively, the toÈal free electron and hole densities;

tfo ttd pfo tr", respectively, the free electron and hole densitíes

in thermal equilibrium without light illurnination; un and un arer

respecËively, the electron and hole mobilÍties, D' and Dn are, respec-

tively, the electron and hole diffusion consËantsi r' and rn are, respec-

tively, the lifetimes of excess electrons and holes inside the crystal;

eO(x) ís the electron-hole paír generation ratei e is the dielectric

constant of Ëhe semj-conducÈor; q is the electronic charge; and F is the

electric field (or potential gradient) produced by the carrier concen-

Ëration gradients inside the crystal.

To study the photovoltaic effect, we sha1l consider first a

general analysis by taking into account the effects of traps and non-

neutrality of local charge. Considering the traps are confined in single

discrete energy levels, the total tr:apped electron and trapped hole den-

slties are given by equations (3.47) and (3.49). For convenience, v/e

rewrite them 1n the following:



whereH andH arenp
trap states. E andtn
quasi-Fermi levels,

Bolt,zmann cons f ant ;

where

P

1=
nt

1=
pt

Krnnt

Ktppt

sH
t * tn exp[(E" - Ern)/kr]

H
I + &fr exp[(E.o - Ev)/kr]

"pv
uo(rfo * pto)
+T
u n- + u p- on ro p'to
!r,(tfo * oro)

!ur,tfo * uonro o
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(s. 13)

(s.14)

(s.1s)

(s.16)

(s.17)

(s.18)

be, respecËively, defined

(s.1e)

(s.20)

(s.21)

(s.22)

(s.23)

(s.24)

densities of states

na = Hrrgn exP [(trr, - Ern)/kr]

o. = nosit .*o [(Erp - EFp)/kr]

trap densitíes, B' and gO are degeneracy factors of

UaO rr. trappíng energy levels, and EUr., and UUO u..

for electrons and ho1es, respectively; k is the

and T is the absolute temperaÈure. By writíng

n=n-fn =Kn-t t nt

P=Pf*Pa=KpPf

an=anf+ant=Krrarf

^p=Apf*Apt=*nOO,

lifetime of excess electrons and holes canËhe

AS

in whích and N.,, are, respectively, the effective
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t1vely,

ndr ls
o

(5), and

apt * pf

Earv

e band

and as

* o,'to

* ofo

1n the conduc

Ëhe energy 1e

the equilibrí

Using

from equation

in which

Substituting equatíons (5.3) and (5.25) in equarions (5.4) and (5.5),

we obtain

tion and the valence bands; E" and

vels at conductíon band and valenc

um electron-hole pair life tíme.

the relation kT/q = Drr/Ur, = OO/uO

s (5.1) - (S.3), we obtain

I qnu I f ¿¿,n=_tdhl i",.#
futl I r,!o I= - q 
þ-j þ"% . 

"%J 

('ro

=_sDåf

D=kr f__r#. I
'= i- tr"%T%l 

(nro + rro)

- 
tfoaPf + Pfo^nf

n- +",to 'to

e, respec

edges; a

sumptíon-

dAp.lrl
u",J

. [u ["ro
'L* l

tfo * Pf

(s

'l-)

)

:

5

1

2

o

o

(s " 26)

(s.zt¡

"*-l*eo(x) =o (s.28) l
dxo-

From equations (5.1) - (S.3) we have

p=-f,[m+,*] 
[,"+-,,+]

kT d f-u'Â", - uoÂn, I_-.-ìl-l---T_----ì--lq dx 
Lu.,nro 

* uppto 
J

dil,= - ã; (s '2e)

in which



From equatíons (5.6),

l-u,.,0", - uoApfl

Lt'"''-',%l
(5.27) , (5,29) and (5.30), we obtain
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(s.30)

(s.31)

(s. 32)

(s .33)

can be cal-

.kTV=-q

# *1,r, * ^lE = o

in which

Thus, the

culated by

2

;fu- (nro + nro)
2tl =

2q*z =Ë

ge

win

rd

-J.

rl,l (d

Or¡7

tJ,l

ta

1o

=

photovol

the fo1

vu

(ur, - uo) (nro + pro)

lrrtfo * unoto

generated by the lighÈ illuminaËion

g equation

Fdx

- ù(o)

(urrln, - uoapt) - (lrrranr - ppapt)
- x=cl

lr,rfo * uooro
( s. 34)

Equation (5.34) implíes that once \^re can determíne An, and Apa

at x=o and x=d, r¡/e can calculate VO. However, to obtain these, we have

to solve equations (5.28) and (5.31). But it is not possible Lo solve

these equations analytically without making further assumptíons. Many

previous investigators Í44,48,95,150] have assumed that no traps are

present and the local charge neutrality prevails in the semiconductor.

This assumption is crude because there are always traps in the semiconductor

and because of the different mobllities of tl-re t\"ro types of carriers

(electrons and holes) Èhe local charge would not be neutral. Although

)

KT
q

x=o
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ít is possíble to solve equations (5.28) and (5.31) by a numerícal method

to remove the shortcomíngs of thls assumption, \rre shal1 not attempÈ

Èo do soat present. Rather, we would like to obtaín analyÈical solu-

tíons by making Ehe assumptions that the local charge neutrality pre-

vails in the crystal in order to study Ëhe effect of traps and that Ëhere

is no traps in the semiconductor in order to study the effect of non-

neutrality of local charge. These two cases are no\^r presented as follows:

5.1.1 Local charqe neutralitv rvith traps'

Because of local charge neutralíty, An = Ap, t^re obtain from equa-

tions (5.17) and (5.18)

Arf = (Kp/Kn) Anf

and from equation (5.27)

a = 
(tro * *ooro/*n) oo,

- nfo * Pfo (5'36)

Defining the effecËive diffusion length as

( s. 3s)

(s.37)

(s.38)

(s.3e)

L=/Dr
o

and using 179r97)

where

Q is the q.uantum yield of carrier generation, q is the illumlnated

light intensltyr e, is the absorption coefficient, À" and xs are, respec-

tively, the diffusion length of slnglet excitons, and the surface path



length of singlet excltons; equatlon (5.28) becomes

r37.

(s. 4o)

(s.41)

(s .42)

( s .43)

(s .44)

(s.4s)

.2dx

The general solution

oPt

L2

of equation (5.40) is

-x/L
* are * are

n- + D-. to 'to+ -" -" 
, 
gbo .*p(-r"*)

(rro * Kppfo/Kn) a

U2npf

xlL
ap, = ar"

To deËermine the constants,

condi-tions

al, a, and a3 rve use the following boundary

-ex
a

D 4ål = s. s(o)dxl I'
'x=o

dÂo-r
t #l = s, apr(o)

'x=o

-t å:l*=o = s, E(d)

dap. 
r

-tu;ål = s, apr(d)
'x=o

where 
", utà s2 are Ëhe surface recombj-nation velocitíes at the front

and the back surfaces, respectively. substituting equation (5.41)

into equation (5.42) and (5.43) and solving them, we obrain

-d/L -ed
.rD). al

"1 =
a, [(s, ."D) (s, - D/L) e -("t + o/L) (sZ

2lsrs, + (D/Ð21 sinh(d/L) + 2 ("t + sr) (l/l-) cosh(d/L)

dlL
a3[(s, + e"D)(s2 + D/L) " -(sr

-ed
- D/L) (s" - e-D) u u 

l¿a
^2=

and

o3=

2 [srs, +

_2p-L
"box;r

O/Ð21 sinh(d/L) + 2(s.

Kr,(tfo + Pro)

(*r,tro * oooro)

+ sr) (D/L) cosh(<1/L)

(s 
" 46)
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Using equations (5,44), (5.45) and (5.46), we can calculate the photo-

voltage generated by light illumínatíon from the follorving equatíon

v- =krbo

_ 1:T

o

uK -uK'n p 'p n
Kn

uK -uK'n p 'p n
Kn

[Ap (d) - Ap (o)

dlL
Ia, (e -1)

-ed
ar(e t -r) l

(s " 47)

(s.48)

(s.43)

(s.4e)

( s. so)

(s.s1)

-dlr
t ar(e -1) +

5.I.2 Local charge non-neutralitv without traps

Because there are no traps, K = ( = 1.'nP
of equaËions (5.28) can be written as

x/L -x/L -e x
6=b1e tbre *bre a

Using the same boundary conditions given in equations (5.42) and

r¡re can determine the constanËs brr b, and b, and they are

b1 =

-d/L
br[(s, * erD) (s, - D/L) . -(s1 + D/L) (sz

t2[srs, + (D/L)-] sinh(d/L) + 2(s, +sr)(D/L) cosh(d/L)

dlL -e d

b2= -
br[(s, * erD) (s, + D/L) e -(st D/L) (s, ."D) e "l
2[srs, + (D/L)z) sinh(d/L) + 2(s, + sr) (D/L) cosh(<l/L)

a- L2"bo

D(l - ,'^t'>

The general solutions

-ed
,rD)" "]

and

b3=

The general solution of equation (5.31) can be

ü = "r"*l* * "ru-*'* * "a"*" *

wri t ten

-x/L
c.e

4

-e a+ c-e
5

AS

Uslng the boundary conditlons

(s. s2)
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dxl'x=o

d,]JI
dxl'x=d

5. 31) ,

and c-)

=o

(5.48) and (5.52), vre can determine the consrants

; and they are
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( s. s3)

(s.54)

(s.ss)

(s.s6)

(s. s7)

(s . sB)

(s.se)

and equatÍons (

"1' "z' "3, "4

("3-"4- -m, d d/L -d/L -e d,

"5 
trl) . ''l- -(c3e -c4e -c, e .Le 

a )

"r= 2 mrl sinh(mrd)

m, d dlL
(c: 

"4 - .5 erl)e t -("3" - c4
-d/L -e d

e -c-eL. a)
5a

2

^2

2*2

"z

t3

"4

and

c-)

bt

2urrI- sinh(*rd)

(s.49) - (s.sl) and (5.55) - (s.se),

generated by the light illuminatÍon

.2
(m1 7/L2)

bz

c*Î - L/L2)

)*2 o3

4-J
UsÍng equations

the photovoltage

equation

we can calculate

from the following

V-=
b

=

+

+

{,(d) - ú (o)

m-d

"r(ur -1)+
d/L

cr(e - 1) +
-ed

cr(e t - t)

, -ntd
c2 (e

-d/L
cO (e

1)

1)

(s.60)
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5.2 COMPUTED IìESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Section 5.1 \^/e have presented the expressions for calculating

the component of photovoltage due to Ëhe charge separation in the bulk

of the semiconductor. The total photovoltage across the whole semi--con-

ducÈor specimen consÍsËs of VO, t.he pot.ential created in the bulk of

the semiconductori 0"1, the potential created at the front surface;

and 0s2, the potential created at the back surface. Thus we can write

vph=Vb+Ö"t+Ó"2

In the following we shall discuss these components separately.

(.d/L-r) + 1 u-d /L- 1¡

(s.61)

(s .62)

5.2.I The photovoltage created in the bulk of the crvstal

Equations (5.47) and (5.60) can be reduced to much simpler forms

by considering the limits of some physical parameters. In this section

we shal1 presenË our computed results based on equations (5.47) and

(5.60) for two cases: (i) strong absorption and (ii) weak absorption.

(i) Strong absorption:

For this case, e" can be

and L/L. Under this condition,

neuËrality with traps becomes

considered to be much larger than l/d

equation (5.47) for the case of local

\r =krl55--uKl"ur-o [-tf--*l "3
t2l
l.':JIt3 'l

in which



a, [ (s, * e ,D) 
(s 2 o/r) e-dlrt

+ (o/r)2) sinh(d/L)

-a, [ (s, + e"l) ("2 +

f 2(sr*sr) (D/L) cosh(d/L)

n/Ð "dlLl

T4T,

(s.63)

(s. 64)

ís given by

t1
2ls rs,

^z= 2[srs, + (D/Ð2] sính(d/L) * 2(sr+sr) (D/L) cosh(d/L)

,oor' Krr(tfo * Pto)

"3= D(r - .1"'> (*rrtfo * *ooto)

If d >> L, equation (5.62) can be further reduced to

vbr = vb"r
slL/D + I
tuL-1 i.-dlL-1¡

d>>L,

-1

and it

îl

ed

r"

tt

ìt

*1

a^

satura

(udll-r) + l2l
[": j

photovoltage for

vb"r=,F, lry] t4ff,] .3

where VO", is the

Similarly, under

for the case of

m-dvir=.r{.r-t)

the conditions, e^ >> L/d

1oca1 charge non-neutralíty

-mr d d/L
t cr(e * -1) * cr(e -1)

and e, >> I/L, equation

without traps becomes

-d/L
* c.(e -1) - c5

(s. 6s)

(s. 60)

(s.66)

in

tI

"2=

which
-m. d dlL

_ (cr-c'-creul) e r - (cre -
-d/L

t4t )

2 rnrl, sinh(mrd)

m., d d/L
(cr-c.-cre"L)e * - ("3u - "4"

2 \L sinh(mrd)

-d/L

2

. = 
*'0,

"3 
r*î - r/L2)
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^z
bz

r42.

(s .67)

(s.68)

(s.6e)

"4 ))(*i L/L-)

*2 b3
c-)

bt

.2(ml
'o')

br[(s, * e"D) ("2 - o/r¡"-d/r,

2lsrsr+ (o/L)'l"rnn(d/L) +

-b, [ (s, trD) ("2 +

2(sr+sr) (D/L) cosh(d/L)

D/L) "ult)b2=

b3=

)2[srs, + (t/1,)"] sinh(d/L) + 2(sr*sr)(D/L) cosh(d/L)

_2s.- L"bor;-i5
For d >> L,

trl = \7f'bI 'bsl

mrd -E.d
vü"r = cr(e' - t) + cr(e t - t) - "4 - "5

equatíon (5.66) can be further reduced Ëo

*.,d -m., d d/L -d/L
c, (.-"1--t)+., (e 

'^^1--t)+ca (" "-r)*"0 (" ' 
-r) -", 

I

I

"r(. 
I -1) + cr(e t -t) - "4 - "5 J

where vü"r i" the saturated photovoltage for d >> L and iL is given by

an which

- (c,
4

-m- d
*creul-)" r

"1

"2

2 mrl, sínli(mrd)

m-d
-("4 + crerl)e I

2mrl sinh(mrd)

"3=o
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)(mt I/L-)

= 
t'u,

.2 2-lmr-er)

2*z
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(s.70)

t4

t5

bl =o

bz - 
b3("1 * tro)
(s, + D/L)

)
e-L"bo=-_----_-

D(I - e -L')
a

(ií ) !ùeak absorption:

For this case ea can be considered

bg

and I/L. Under this condítíon, equation

charge neut.rality with Ëraps becomes

to be nuch smaller than 1/d

(5,47) for the case of local

tr=

VbII=r[ry]",l[ä]("d/L-r)+t4¡.-d/L-1¡_''u](5.71)

in which

ar[(s, + e"D) (s,-pll) e-dlL-(s1+D/i,)("2 - ..D)l

u2=
zlsf 2 + (l/1,) 2l 

"rnn(d/L) r 2(sr*sr) (¡/1,) cosh(d/L)

+ e.D) (s, + D/L) "d/r - (sr - D/L)(sz ,.D) l

u3=

@/Ð212[srs,

a, [ (s,

sính(d/L) + 2(sr+sr) (D/L) cosh(d/L)

(s .t z¡

'oo" .

D

Furthermore, 1f d >> L, equatlon (5.71) can be further reduced Èo



vbrr=F[W] ,",,[ tf] 
(.d/'-r) 

t3-'.0]
in which

r44.

(s. 73)

(5 "7 4)

(5. zs)

(s.7 6)

(5.77)

^3(t2 t"D)

"1 = -c;;;/æn

a^=- "3("t * ."0,

' (st + D/L)

2
BboL- *rr(rro * pto)

*3 D Kn- +Kp-n to p^fo

substit,uting equatíon (5.74) into equaÈion (5.73) we obrain

("r+n/L)(sz+t/i-)
vbrr=[,it=\-+] i

(p/L) {[(s1+s2) + 2(p/L)] eal + (s1-s2)] 
_ e d ]

=t"9try] (D/L,rffir
It is interestíng to note here that the conditions for the reverse of

the photovoltage polarity can be determined from equation (5.75). By

putting VbII=o, we obtain

uK =uK'n p 'P n

D(sr-sr)t"=ry
This means that when either of these two conditions is satisfíed, the

photovoltage st¿ìrts to reverse iËs polarity.

Slmllarly, under the condftÍon, e" << l/d, e, << l/L, equatlon



(5.60) for the case of local charge non-neutrality wíthout traps becomes

145 .

(s.78)

(s.7e)

m., d -m., d d/L -d/L
Virr = cr(e'-1) + cr(e - -1) + cr(e -1) + c.(e -1) - erd c,

an

"l

"2=

which

(cr-cO-c, e,
-*., d dlL -d/L

L)e * -("3u -.4" -crerl,)
2mrI, sinh(*rd)

*., d dlL -d/L
L)e * -("3" -.4u -crerI-)( cr-cO-c, e,

2mrl, sinh(*rd)

2*2 b1
çt a 4., (m1' - r/L')

t4=

c- =
5

2,
^2 b2

@:,/6
bg

.2 2.(*l-t")

b, [ (sr+erD) (sr-DlL) e-dlt'-(sl+D/L) (sr-e"D) ]

2 [srsr+(D /L)21 sinh(d/L) + 2(sr-rsr) (D/L)cosh(d/L)

-b, [ (sr+e"D) (sr+D/L) edlL-("r-¡/1,) (sr-e"D) ]

2 [srsr+l D/L)2)sinh(d/L) -r 2(sr+sr) (D/L) cosh(d/L)

2

^2

b1 =

b2=

_2
. SboL
h=-"3 I)

and if d >>

tlon (5.78)

vir, = cr(e

L, these equations reduce to much símpler form, then equa-

becomes

m., cl , -*., d d/L
- -l)+cr(e * -1)+c, e -c4-eod "5

(s. B0)
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-*1d

(cr-c.) e -
d/L

"3'
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(s. Br)

(s.82)

"1 = 2mrl, sinh(*fd)

m-dItcr-c4)e - c3 e
d/L

"z 2mrl, sinh(*fO.)

2.*2 b1

"3= (*Î - ,/r2)

bz
c,

4 G| - tlrz)

2

^z

2.m^b"'2 "3=-"52
(m1

2- e--)
a

. bg(s, - e"D)
o1=- 

rr.,r/"E f

. b¡(s, * e"D)
oz= - G;T-D¡l,l-

2

. EboL
u3- 

D

Again, from equations (5.80)

of the photovoltage polarity

(5.81) the condÍtions for the reverseand

are

and

¿
a

2*2=o

D[(sr-sr)(*rL) sinh(mrd)+ 2srII - cosh(*rd)]

dL[(sr+(o/L)) (sr+Drtr,*î - r/L2) mrl, sinh(*rd) ]

(s. B3)



The condition

crystals pr, *

only condition

polarity.

given by

Up. Thus

in which

equation (5.82) should be ruled out since

, the conditlon given by equatíon (5.83)

the photovoltage would start to reverse

L47 .

1n most

is the

its

5.2.2 !!re phoÈovoltage created at the front and back surface

The photo-excess electrons and holes densities within the surface

region are given [BB] by

Ao =DÞù

where n. and p are, respes 's
densities under non-equili

charge region, the electri

F =+257
" 

_eLD

where

"r= wÇo

(s. B4)

(s.Bs)

electrons and holes

the surface space

(s. B6)

(s. 87)

c 0^ /kr
an =11 -n- (e o 

-1)ssroïo

-t0' lkl
Pfo = Pfo (e " -1)

ctively, the surface free

brium condítions. I,trithin

c field is gíven by IBBI

lqó tt- I
.'l ''s tgl
" lut oro]

c 
[.+ +J =f["-**"'u'.# (s.88)

and Q" is the potential across the surface space charge region. For

p-type semiconductor, rvhen $" < o, there is an accumulation of holes

near the surface and the band bends upward; when 0" = o, the ban<l becomes

flat band; when 0¡ t ô" > o, r.n'here Qo is the potenEial clifferent between

'l ' tro r cos/kT Qo"
- rf -r 

- 

te -i Pro l. kr

\14

'lJ
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the Ferml-level and the mldgap of the

tÍon of holes; and when ô, t ó8, there

electron enhancement and thus the band

calculate the surface potential at the

back surface Q. from equation (5.86),2
obtain Öe or öc , by usíng equaËions"l "z
on the following relations

semlconductor, there 1s a deple-

is an ínversíon region due to

bends downward. Although we can

front surface $o and aË the,1
it would be more convenient Eo

(5.6r) , $.47) or (5.60) based

('f 0S, is assumed to be zero) (s.8e)

t'r**'r=vpr,-v¡

ó^ =V, -v.
"1pnD

5,2.3 Computed results

To show Ëhe effects of traps and local-charge non-neutrality

on the bulk photovoltage characteristics, we take naphthalene, anthra-

cene and teÈracene crystals as examples; and to show the effect of sur-

face states on the total photovoltage characteristics, r.\7e take anthra-

cene erystal as an example. Generally, in these materíals Ëhe hole

nobiliËy is larger than the electron mobility [69,80,100], and holes are

generally the majoríty carrj-ers. rf \^re assume that an organic semi-

conducÈor has no traps and local charge neutrality prevails inside the

crystal, then the photovoltage is given by

ubo = f {ur,-uo)'ro I cftl (ud/L-r)+,*, ¡u-d/L-1¡+("-E'd-r) l

where a, and aZ are gíven ln equations (3.44) and (5.45), and aro

(s. e0)
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corresponds to a, wlthout traps and ít 1s glven by

_2
BboL

'3o = 

"r-.?6 
(5'e1)

The presence of traps or local charge non-neutrality ín the crystal

alters equation (5.90) as has been discussed in Section 5.1. In the fol-

lowing we shall Present some computed results to show the effects of

traps' non-neutralíty and surface states using the physical parameters

for organic semiconductors gíven below

u/u =)'p' 'n

ed=40
a

_')
srd/D = 10 -

"1="2

(i) BulL pho_t-ovoltages

On the assumption that the bulk photovoltage is predominant and

the surface photovoltage ís negligible, we shal1 discuss the folloruing

tT.Io cases.

(a) Local charge neutraliry with traps

Strong absorptions

For this case, the expression for the photovoltage characteristÍcs

Iequatíon (5.47)] is similar ro equarion (5.90) excepr rhar (Ur.,-Un)aro

ís replaced with (Urrk'-U'krr)r3/*r, . Fígure 5.1 shows the variation of

bulk photovoltage voa with the thickness of the sarnple under strong
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Fig. 5.1: The variatíon of UOr/UOo \,rith d/L for lhe case of local_
charge neutrality rvith traps under strong absorption
condítions. a: krr/k' = l; b: krr/k' = I.2;
c: k /k = 1.5.
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"

absorptfon conditions (e"t>1./¿) for varlous concentratlons of traps based

on equatlon (5.64). u¡, tends co approach asymptotically a constant

value of VbSt given by equaËion (5.65). It can be seen that the presence

of traps reduces the photovoltage. So far no experirnental results on

sample thíckness dependence or carrier diffusion length on photovoltage

are available so \,ve cannot compare our theory wiÈh experiments. BuË

vertisimakha et al [157] have reported that for anthracene ubr/ubo t"

abouË 0.24 at d/L of about 4 (by assumi-ng L to be 5 x 1o-5 cm). Their

results lie below the curve for krr/kn - L.2 indicaËing the effects of

traps.

tr^Ieak ab_sgrptions

Figure 5.2 shows the variation of Ëhe bulk photovoltaBe, VO' wíth

the thickness of the sample under weak absorpÈions (ea<<l/d) for various

concentrat.íons of traps based on equatíon (5.7L). rt can be seen that

for given values of s, and sr, vbrr decreases ¡,rith increasing value of

(d/L); for a given value of (d/L) , vbrr decreases rvith increasing value

of (k-/k-) indicating the stïong effect of Ëraps. The bulk photovoltage-n p'

under weak absorption condiËions would be predomínant in thin specimens.

Thís agrees well with the experimental results of Lyons et al tB7] for

tetracene films. rt should be noted that when (kn/kp) = (un/urr), Lhe sígn

of Vblt may be reversed. The reverse sign in VbIT my be taken as an

indícation of photo-detrapping of minority-carriers from traps (electron-

traps inside the crystals). Such a phenomenon has been observed experi-

mentally ln anthracene by Vladimirov [15].
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Fig. 5.2: The variation of VUrr/vOo with d/L for the case of
local-charge neutrality with traps under weak

absorptlon cor-rdiËion. S
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b: k /t ^ = L.2; and c: k_ /k- = 1.5; and, dashed linen P n' p ---'
1s the experimental results after Lyons & Neqmann.
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(b) Loca] charge non-neutrallty without traps

Strong absorptlons

For thís case, the expression for the photovoltage characterl-stics

Iequation (5.66)] is símilar ro equarion (3.90) except rïrar kT(urr-uo)aro/o,

^L/^3o and ar/aro are reptaced *ttn ^l/¡mrL sinh(*rd)l tt/<n?rl/rz>l

{(1+edlL) [l-cosh(*rd) ]- (r-ud/L)*rl sinh(rnrd) ](arlaro)and tLl 6tr - rlL2)l

{(r+"-dll-) [l-cosh(*rd)] + (I-e ¿/L) *rL sinh(mrd)](.r/aro), respecrively.

By assuming that ^lrrt¡r2, ^lrrr^2, (*tL) sinh(rnrd) = l and (t-cosh mrd)

= o ¡ equation (5.60) can be reduced to equation (5.90) for the case of

local-eharge neuËrality without tïaps. Figure 5.3 shows the variation of

bulk photovoltage' Ui, r¿iÈh the thickness of the specimen for various

degree of local charge non-neutrality based on equation (5.65) for strong

absorption conditions (e">>l/d). The higher the degree of local charge

non-neutTality the larger the photovoltage would be generated. Tavares

Ír4gl has reported that in naphthalene the value of v{r/voo is about 1

when the sample ís illuminated, with light rvavelengËh of 7500 8, and this

value jumps up to tbo,ra 3 when the sample has been previously illuminated

with light of short wavelength (4100 Å or S00O A.) indícaring the space

charge effect which is associated wíth local charge non-neutralíty.

Weak absorptions

Figure 5.4 shows the variation of bulk photovoltages, Vl' with

the thickness of the sample for various degree of 1oca1 charge non-

neutrality under weak absorptíons (e".<t/¿) based on equation (5.78) .

For given values of s, and Srr uür, decreases r.rith íncreasing value of

(d/L); and for a given value of (d/L), uir, lncreases with increasing value

of Ax and Ay 1n which
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Fig. 5.3: The variation of U¡r/UUo wíth d/L for the case of
local-charge non-neutrality without traps uncler strong
absorption condítions.
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absorption condÍtions.
a: Ax = 1, Ay = 0; b: Ax = 2, Ay = 3; and c: Ax = 4,
Ay = 5.



It is ínteresting to note that the condítions for the change of the sígn

of the photovoltage depend also on the degree of local-charge non-

neutrality according to equation (5.S3); and that the effect of 1oca1-

charge non-neutralíty is due to unequal distribution of the double-space-

charge of opposite signs in the bulk of the crystal. However, so far this

important space-charge effecÈ has not yet been reported in the literature.

(ii) Surface photovoltage

Ït is possible that under certain conditions the surface photo-

voltage may be as equally important as the bulk photovoltage, or even pre-

dominant. The magnitude and si¡ ,n of óS1 (or órr) depend strongly on the

surface staËes of the crystal. External factors such as gas molecule

a.dsorption or additíona1 illumination, etc. may alter the surface staËes

and hence the value of ô. (or S" ). The generation of surface photo-' "1 "2
voltage rnay be due to the boundary bending of the energy band near the

surface. According to equation (5.89) Ì.re can predict that the presence of

surface states would tend to decrease the photovoltage. Nakada t102]

and Vladimirov [159] have reported Ëhat the adsorption of oxygen on the

surface crystal reduces the magnitude of the total photovoltage.

5. 3 CONCLIJDING REMARKS

Ax=1-cosh(rrd)

Ay = mrl, slnh(mrd)

The general analytic expressions for the bullc

solid wíth traps and non-neutrallty of local charges

using a unified mathematical approach. It is found

156.

(s.gz)

photovoltage ín a

have been derived

Ehat the presence of
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traPs tends to reduce the magnitude of the photovoltages and to affect the

condítíons for the change of the sign of the photovoltages, and that the

non-neuÈrality of local charges tends to enhance the photovoltages and

also to affect the conditions for Ehe change of the sign of Ëhe photo-

voltages. rt should be noted that we choose the two cases: (1) local

charge neutralíty with traps and (2) 1ocal charge non-neutrality wiÈhout

traPS, to show the effects of traps and 1ocal-charge non-neutrality usíng

some approximatíons mainly for mathemaËical simplicity. Although the

comput.ed results are in reasonable agreement with experimental results,

for vigorous treatment the photovoltage has to be calculaÈed from equa-

tion (5.34) under the conditions of local charge non-neutrality and with

t.raps

It should also be noted that the analysis descríbed in thís chapter

DâY, in principle, be used as a tool to determine the surface recombina-

tíon veloeity and the diffusion length of carriers.
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on the basís of the present í-nvestigatíons, l./e can now drav¡

the following conclusions:

(1) The general expressions for the single injeetion and. the double

injection current-volËage characterisËics in a solíd with Ëraps

distributed uniformly and non-uniforrnly within the forbidden

energy gap and in space have been derived.

(2) The general expressions for the filamentary double injection

current-voltage characteristics in a solid with traps confined

in a single discrete energy level and dístributed exponentially

within the forbidden energy gap have been derived; and on the

basis of the filamentary double ínjection theory the brightness

of electroluminescence as a function of applied electric field,

current density and temperature has also been derived, and the

computed results are ín good agreement with the experímental

resulËs for undoped anthracene and anthracene doped with

tefracene.

(3) The so-called single injecti-on in anthracene becomes doubre

inJection at high fields.

(4) The general formulation of bullc photovoltage taking into account

the effects of traps and local charge non-neutrality has been

presented. The presence of traps tends to reduce the magnítude

of the photovoltag,e and to affect the conditions for the change
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of the sígn of the photovoltage,

tralíty of local charges tends to

and also to affect the condítions

of the photovoltage.

effect of non-neu-

the photovoltage

charrge of tl're sign

and the

enhance

for the
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(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

By setting

equation (3.22)

The value of

smaller Ëhan

relation

r,re ob taín

be written as

dF gll"kT
_=-

1¿"ot t

f=

can

["' [0

f-

| "-" du = e-u (f -
.Jr u u

DF is of the order of

unity" Thus by setting

. * S(x) ldx

exp t-CEg Er)/tr1 which is much

,-, = .l,n fo and makíng use of the

J\| .. c......1

F(r)
n1&n 

D r(Ð

(42) and then integration give

1 2! 3!

-+-__2i4uuu

dF

["

n"#

Subs ti tution

r
I

J"

of equation (43) into equation

-,{ 

[

F(r)dr __
^1JCfi 

-

DF(I)
[0" * s(x) ]0" o.[

qH"kT

oH kT'c
2e

-2d eff (A4)

specirnen of truedeff can be physically 1-nterpreted in such a \^Iay th¿rt a
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thíckness d

equivalent to

trapsbut with

have

16 1.

(As)

are theett
equations (42)

(A6)

(A7)

(AB)

having a non-uniform spatía1 distribution of traps is

the same specimen havíng a uniform s¡ratial distribution of

d changed to deff, Based on this interpretation, we

eff
Fdxu =-[

J"

*
lF¿_t--l
Jo

'."=-[

rF

ro è*. u."=-[
âFl

io

!&J-* Ê FdF

qH kr 1,"(+)tDF

¿^
^ (F.)'gct

2crH kr 
.q,r, r-!--l'c 'DF^'

d
¿J-

where F and F, v¡hich correspond to the effectíve thickness dd

effective fields at any point and at x = d, respectively. From

and (43) we have
.L

t¿

gn(jF)
Dto

From equations (45) and (46) obtain

2V=ãl
ett

From equations (44) and (46) rve obtain

oH kT'c
=-- d __

^ ett

I¡¡e

F¿

Ia

| ,a.,0. - -
I r""ir-
Jo

2aH kT'c

r')

/to\t*=)
\ DF;/

into equati-onSubsritution of equations (47) and (48) (44) gives equation (3.24).
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